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Submitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineering on September 8,2004 in Partial Fulfillment
of the Requirements for the Degree of Master of Science in Nuclear Engineering
ABSTRACT
The future of new nuclear power plant construction will depend in large part on the ability of
designers to reduce capital, operations, and maintenance costs. One of the methods proposed, is
to enhance the modularity of the designs in which the basic plant is broken down into modules,
each of which is built offsite at a "factory", transported to the plant site, and assembled into a
working plant using a minimum amount of labor and tooling. The value of this approach is that
it improves overall quality, reduces site field work and rework, and speeds the construction of
the plant. This approach also takes advantage of economies of mass-production, rather than
relying on economy of scale to reduce costs. The ability to remove and replace modules for
repair and maintenance also leads to reduced costs and downtime. Past work at MIT has resulted
in a reference design that takes into account modularity.
Based on this reference cycle design, a detailed analysis and modularity design of a power
producing plant was performed. This design takes into account the goals for the modularity and
construction approach. The plant takes the factory approach to its logical conclusion, resulting in
a "virtual factory" where each major component is integrated into a modular space-frame by its
manufacturer. Each module is designed to be transported by truck (although, if the necessary
infrastructure is available the modules could be transported at potentially lower cost by rail or
barge) to the construction site. The plant site itself requires only simple excavation and the plant
containment building is a simple, reinforced poured concrete structure. Assembly of the plant is
simple by comparison to conventional facilities as the modularity approach requires that each
space-frame module be stacked together, pipe flanged bolted together, a self-test performed, and
the plant started.
In order to make this assembly method possible a pressure-backed insulation system was
designed. This insulation system reduces the temperature of the pressure boundary, enabling the
use of lower-cost alloys for system construction. The metallic liner and insulation layer also
reduce the temperature swings of the piping and vessel walls, reducing thermal expansion loads
that must be borne by the structure of the system.
To enable flange-joints between component modules a scavenged flange design was created.
This flange design enables redundant sealing of the pressure boundary, and also prevents Helium
loss and contamination of the plant. This design also enables monitoring of the flange integrity.
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This design should enable the MIT pebble bed reactor to meet the cost, operations and
maintenance goals of an advanced reactor.
Thesis Supervisor: Andrew C. Kadak
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Thesis Reader: Dr. Michael G. Houts
Title: Deputy Group Leader, Los Alamos National Laboratory Group D-5
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1. Introduction
The future of new nuclear power plant construction will depend in large part on the ability of
designers to reduce capital, operations, and maintenance costs. One of the methods proposed, is
to enhance the modularity of the designs in which the basic plant is broken down into modules,
each of which is built offsite at a "factory", transported to the plant site, and assembled into a
working plant using a minimum amount of labor and tooling. The value of this approach is that
it improves overall quality, reduces site field-work and rework, and speeds the construction of
the plant. This approach also takes advantage of economies of mass-production, rather than
relying on economy of scale to reduce costs. The ability to remove and replace modules for
repair and maintenance also leads to reduced costs and downtime.
This study concentrates on application of this approach to a reference nuclear power plant
design. The plant is based on a small, -300MWt pebble bed reactor core. The power conversion
system operates using an indirect Brayton cycle-the heat is drawn from the core using a
primary Helium coolant loop then transferred in an intermediate heat exchanger to a separate,
secondary power conversion loop using Helium again as the working fluid. Past work on the
design of the MIT Pebble Bed Reactor (MIT PBR) has proceeded with a modular approach in
mind, and generated cycle and component designs that are used together as a reference or
baseline design for this study.
The modularity approach, and system design proposed here also defines the primary design
constraint governing the power level of the plant, in this case, 120MWe net power production.
This size is advantageous for multiple reasons. First, there is a large market for small plants that
can be quickly and inexpensively built in both the US and international markets. The small plant
size results in an initial capital outlay an order of magnitude smaller than conventional 1000-
1200MWe plants. The rapid construction allows for a reduced cost of money associated with the
capital outlay, and the small plant power level enables utilities to add generating capacity in
smaller increments, further reducing costs.
This first chapter provides a general overview and introduction to this study. First, the
motivating design factor-energy generation cost-is defined in detail, along with a breakdown
of the cost reduction areas targeted. The contribution of this thesis to achieving the design goals
is then discussed, followed by an organizational breakdown of this thesis.
1.1. Motivation -Cost
The overreaching motivation of this project is to reduce the cost of producing power using a
nuclear fission reaction. While conventional nuclear power plants have shown that the fraction
of the cost associated with the nuclear fuel is small (-26%)', in order to be competitive with
other energy production methods (natural gas and coal), the cost must be reduced further.
Nuclear plant costs are concentrated in capital cost (63%), operations and maintenance costs
(11%)2. While a safe design that is capable of being licensed as a design (rather than requiring
each individual plant be licensed separately), would reduce the regulatory and licensing costs,
the best results can be obtained by reducing the capital, and operations and maintenance costs3 .
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Capital costs include the costs associated with the infrastructure needed to manufacture the plant
and its components, transportation of the components to the site, preparation and construction of
the site, and assembly of the system itself. Also included in the capital costs is the cost
associated with the financing of the material costs. Operations and maintenance costs include
those associated with operating the plant, maintaining the components, and any repair or
replacement costs of plant components. Additional cost reduction may be obtained by a system
design that enables a greater number of potential sites.
1.1.1. Capital Costs
Capital costs can be reduced through several methods, all of which are incorporated into the
modularity principles of this design. First, the actual material costs of the plant can be reduced.
The proposed system reduces these costs through the use of components sized to be produced by
existing manufacturers, economies of mass production, and design choices to reduce material
and fabrication costs. This is a relatively unique approach that has garnered increasing support
recently in all areas of power production. Too often economy of scale-increasing the size of
components and plants to reduce the specific cost ($/kWe)-is seen as the only method
available. Even Generation-III reactors such as the AP-1000 and AP-600 concentrate on large
systems (albeit with "modular" construction techniques to reduce construction time and cost)4.
As shown in many other industries, and recently in the drive to install large numbers of low
power (<100MWe) gas turbine generators either singly or in groups, economy of mass
production (large numbers of identical systems) can be even more economical on a specific cost
basis, while enabling other advantages in terms of financial and construction timelines and
incremental delivery of finished modules. 5 Second, transportation costs can be reduced by
minimizing the transportation infrastructure required to move the plant components. Third, cost
can be reduced through a system design that minimizes the time from order to first production,
and, in the multiple-plant group installation approach normally considered for this type of small
plant, adds generating capacity to the grid incrementally as each plant in a group is completed-
providing interim revenue to off set the capital outlay and cost of money for the remaining
modules of the group.
1.1.2. Operations and Maintenance cost
Operations and maintenance costs include many different aspects of the plant. Typical
operational costs such as plant operator labor, any resources needed by the plant during normal
operation, refueling, and maintenance, along with fuel costs. In order to best analyze the cost
improvements made possible by the MPBR design, the O&M cost must also include the
downtime costs associated with repair and maintenance and the direct costs of such activities-
parts cost, transportation of the components, and the labor and equipment needed to replace or
repair the damaged components.
1.1.3. Increased Number of Potential Sites
Cost of producing power using the MIT PBR reactor will also be reduced by designing a plant
that can be installed at a greater number of potential sites. A greater number of sites would
increase the potential number of units built, decreasing individual plant cost according to the
economics of mass production. A design philosophy to enable a greater number of sites requires
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careful attention to all aspects of the plant. Potential sites may be reduced by ambient
environment such as hot or humid areas, lack of available water supply for cooling (as most
power plants use either evaporative cooling or open cycle water cooling-both using large
quantities of water from local sources), lack of available transportation resources (barge and/or
heavy rail access). or political / social implications of large plant structures. Of particular
interest is the elimination of hyperbolic cooling towers. The towers occupy a significant
footprint and require vast amounts of make-up water to operate. While these issues are
secondary for most conventional nuclear plants given the large land areas reserved for buffer
space around the plants, and conventional location of plants near large natural water sources,
replacement of this mode of cooling with closed cycle, forced draft systems, ideally integrated
into the plant structure could result in a reduction of the land area and resources required for the
MIT PBR. The political impact of eliminating the hyperbolic towers cannot be ignored as these
towers have become symbolic of the negative aspects of nuclear energy, despite their use by all
types of power plants.
Replacement of the ubiquitous towers with an advanced system would not only reduce the MIT
PBR design's exposure to political pressure and protest (reducing legal costs during site selection
and purchasing), but also reduce the negative effects on local property values (due to both the
however misguided "Not in my backyard" syndrome and the very real impact of tall industrial
structures on the view of the landscape, as these towers are typically well over l00m in height
and can be seen for many miles).
1.2. Thesis contribution
Based on the reference cycle design, a detailed analysis and modularity design of a power
producing plant is needed. The reference plant design, described in Chapter 3, is based primarily
on the cycle and component designs described in Design, Analysis and Optimization of the
Power Conversion System for the Modular Pebble Bed Reactor System by Dr. Chunyun Wang at
MIT6. The motivation given above requires this design to take the various goals into account,
develop a design to reduce cost in all the suggested areas, and be detailed enough to enable its
use as a guide to follow-on, more detailed plant design.
This project meets these goals through contribution of a series of modularity principles,
component designs, and an overall system design. While the modularity principles are the key
points to be made, these principles require the development of specific component designs in
order to maximize the cost and safety benefits of the principles. Additionally, the principles
would be meaningless without contribution of a system design, based on the reference plant
design, that would illustrate the implementation of these principles. The following is a specific
list of contributions in each area-modularity principles, resulting required component designs,
and system design.
Unique Approach-Advanced Modularity Principles
· Economy of mass-production based modularity approach
· Virtual factory concept for component construction
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* Space-frame structure and assembly approach
Component / Subsystem Designs-Key Design Achievements
· Pressure backed insulated liner system for vessels and piping
· Redundantly sealed flange with internal scavenging for pipe connections
· Heat rejection system meeting the design requirements and goals of the project
System design
· Component / Module breakdown
· Pipe / Component layout
· Plant module layout
· Plant containment building design and plant construction
This design takes into account the goals for the modularity and construction approach. The plant
takes the factory assembly approach to its logical conclusion, resulting in the concept of a
"virtual factory" where each major component is integrated into a simple, low cost, modular
space-frame (either constructed locally to spec. or, given its standard size and low empty weight,
transported at low cost from one or more space-frame specific fabricators) by the manufacturer.
Each module can then be tested by its manufacturer and transported by truck (eliminating any
rail or barge infrastructure required) to the construction site. The plant site itself requires only
simple excavation and the plant containment building is a simple, reinforced poured concrete
structure. Assembly of the plant is simple by comparison to conventional facilities as the true
modularity approach proposed requires that the modules simply be stacked and the various
structural and pipe connections made.
1.3. Organization of thesis
This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 2 reviews goals of this thesis, and, to provide
the framework for the analysis and results, the design considerations and the requirements that
the proposed system design must meet. The requirements detailed in this chapter are derived
from the goals for the project-reducing the end-to-end cost of nuclear power production
through the use of a modularized pebble bed reactor system. The requirements cover code and
regulatory issues, net plant parameters (power level, efficiency), fuel and waste related issues,
component transportation, and plant layout and construction. Design considerations described in
this chapter are best described as the initial design assumptions made to guide the development
of the contributions defined above. These considerations include, most importantly, the explicit
use of the pebble bed reference plant design for system-wide cycle and component
specifications. Additional design considerations include engineering preferences determined in
prior studies, such as the aforementioned work by Dr. Wang, along with "Standards and
Guidelines for Cost Effective Layout and Modularization of Nuclear Plants" by Westinghouse
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Electric Company 7, and the original MIT PBR plant design study performed in 19988 to be
applicable to the goals of this project, including, component sourcing, and common design and
construction elements.
Chapter 3 details the proposed modularity principles and the resulting design and construction
strategy. Specific detail is given to the modularity principles contributed by this project.
Economy of mass-production is described and compared to the conventional economy of scale
approach. The concept of a Virtual Factory-complete elimination of the need for any
construction or capitalization of a facility specifically dedicated toward the production,
assembly, or installation of these plants, is further detailed in this chapter. The assembly
approach and space-frame structure / module design is described, and its effects on the design
strategy detailed. Also described in this chapter are the strategies associated with the concept of
module transportation using only road-mobile vehicles, site preparation and facility construction,
and the assembly off the plant itself.
Chapter 4 details the pebble bed reactor reference design. As stated above, and detailed in
chapter 2, the reference design provides the specifications needed as a backbone for this analysis.
As such, the plant cycle and the major components of the reference design are described, giving
specific attention to the specifications and design choices that have specific bearing on the
modularity principles of this project.
The most important contribution, the proposed system design incorporating these modularity
principles and the reference design, is detailed in chapter 5. This chapter details first the general
elements of the system design, including the unique component and subsystem designs
contributed by this thesis, each of which is instrumental in meeting the defined goals of the
system. The remainder of this chapter gives, in detail, the system design resulting from the
application of the strategies described in chapter 3 to the goals and requirements defined in
chapter 2 and the reference design shown in chapter 4. The design specifications given in
chapter 3 for various components in the reference design are expanded to include details
concerning their construction, transportation, assembly, and installation into the plant.
Components omitted or only cursorily described in the reference design are described in detail,
including the tertiary cooling system and heat rejection apparatus. While details of these systems
were not necessary for the cycle optimization, control analysis, and individual component design
performed to yield the reference design, they have significant bearing on the overall system
design, and thus must be included. While the design presented in chapter 5 assumes the
reference design specifications are static, there may be potential changes that could increase the
design merit of the system-these suggested changes are described, estimated effects
determined, and suggested additional work defined where applicable.
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2. Requirements: Modularity Design Considerations and
Requirements
The goals, requirements, and design considerations defined in this chapter provide the
framework for the design analysis that follows. While the design goals are a direct result of the
cost reduction motives, determination of the correct set of requirements and design
considerations requires significant effort, given their complexity.
2.1. Goals
The MIT Pebble Bed Reactor design goals were defined in the original MIT PBR system study
performed in 19989 and are centered on the bottom line--reducing the cost of the delivered
power. The design must address all elements of the delivered power cost-capital cost,
licensing, fuel, O&M. The design must ease siting requirements, enable design licensing and
license by test, and require minimum site preparation and construction work. The modularity
approach must simplify and speed component construction and plant assembly-reducing capital
cost. Capital cost can also be reduced by decreasing the "cost of money" associated with the
plant-reducing the time from financing the plant till it first generates income °. The approach
must also enable operations and maintenance cost reduction through high availability and rapid
repair / replacement of damaged components. Additionally, the plant must require a minimum
staff to operate. Reduction in staffing requirements and onsite control facility requirements are a
key method to reduce cost.
Based on these general goals, the MIT PBR modularity design must attempt to:
· Minimize module size and mass to enable low cost transportation by truck
* Reduce plant capital cost by enabling mass production and component commonality
(design to fit-interchangeable components)
* Reduce overall plant footprint through integrated plant services (heat rejection, control
systems)
· Simplify construction to reduce timeline from plant order to operation
2.2. Requirements
The proposed modularity principles and the resulting design must meet certain requirements
imposed by engineering, economic, or political pressures. These requirements include
requirements based on code and regulatory policy, net plant parameters (power level, efficiency,
capital cost), fuel and waste related issues, component transportation limits, and layout and
construction requirements.
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2.2.1. Code and Regulatory Issues
The MIT PBR design must meet basic code and regulatory issues that are applied to commercial
nuclear power plant design. The system must meet NRC regulations, specifically those
regarding materials, design, and safety systems. The design must also meet the ASME
specifications regarding nuclear systems under pressure. These specifications are defined in
ASME codes.
The MIT PBR system has a wider variety of applicable ASME codes than a conventional PWR
system. The applicable ASME codes are dependent on whether or not the component or piping
is part of the nuclear boundary (primary side). Since the code requirements of non-nuclear
power plant or process piping are relaxed compared to those applicable to nuclear systems, the
indirect cycle used by the MIT PBR is a distinct advantage. For example, the maximum
allowable stresses of a typical alloy such as A508/533, are far higher, especially at elevated
temperatures for non-nuclear systemsl
The primary side (nuclear boundary) is governed by ASME Section III (Class I). The primary
side boundary includes the reactor vessel, the piping and manifolds containing primary side
Helium from the Reactor Vessel (RV) to the Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX) modules, the
IHX module vessels themselves (as the primary side IHX exhaust flows into the IHX vessel
itself), the IHX core structures, and the secondary side IHX piping inside the IHX vessel. All
other Helium piping and components are part of the secondary side (for ASME code
considerations 12
The secondary side of the MIT PBR is governed by ASME section VIII, and includes all piping
not defined as part of the Sec. III (Class I) boundary, all of the turbo-machinery, the recuperator
assemblies, and all the secondary side heat exchangers 3
2.2.2. Net Plant Requirements
The MIT PBR has certain net plant requirements. These requirements define the overall power
production and fuel requirements. The net plant requirements begin with the power level that the
MIT PBR must produce when operating at full power. Based on prior analysis, the PBR must
produce at least 11OMWe'4. This power production requirement is based on the goal efficiency
and the thermal power output (268MWt) of one design iteration of the ESKOM pebble bed
reactor core design' s
With this output power requirement, the overall efficiency of the plant must also meet certain
requirements. This efficiency is calculated by the ratio of plant output electrical power vs.
reactor thermal power, and is directly related to the fuel cost of the power produced. In order to
make the plant cost effective, the plant must have an overall system efficiency of 45% or
greater 6 .
2.2.3. Transportation of Components
The transportation constraints defined for this analysis have significant effects on the design of
the system. To achieve the goals defined for this system, the transportation requirements are
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centered around a single philosophy-all the system modules must be road-transportable (as
such road transportable modules could also be moved by rail or barge depending on the
infrastructure present at the construction site, the cost of each method, as well as the size and
load limits of each vehicle). Conventional plants use a wide variety of transportation methods
including road transportation of small parts, but also rail and/or barge transport of large
components and assemblies.
By constraining component and reactor module design to road-mobile transportation the goal of
cost reduction is obtained through several methods. The most important reduction in cost is the
elimination of any infrastructure costs associated with the installation of the plant. In a
conventional plant, either a waterway or rail spur must be constructed to deliver the heavy
components to the site 7-unless these transportation elements are already in place (conventional
plant site choice obviously takes into account the economics of obtaining the necessary
transportation infrastructure). These modifications are not only extremely costly, but add a
significant amount of time to the construction of the system-time during which the capital cost
of money adds up. Road mobile transportation limits the infrastructure improvement costs to a
minimum amount-primarily limited modification of any road-beds or overhanging wires that
cannot support or pass any oversize components that must be transported. These types of road
modifications are standard procedure in the current transport of outsize or heavy objects and do
not involve significant cost.
Cost is also reduced indirectly by enabling a wider range of possible sites. Current systems, by
requiring rail or water transportation are limited in their potential installation sites. Roads are
must more ubiquitous, and if necessary, are easy to rapidly construct at low cost.
Road mobile transportation puts very specific limits on mass and size of the various modules.
Wherever possible, the MIT PBR modules are sized to closely approximate a standard ISO
shipping container (also referred to as an "intermodal" container). Certain exceptions to this
sizing goal do occur, specifically, the power turbine / generator module, and the reactor vessel
module(s). The module size was chosen to minimize any potential interference with bridges, etc.
during transportation. The overall limits for road mobile transportation, which are used as design
constraints, are grouped into mass and size constraints.
The size constraints for road mobile transportation are dependent on the type of transporter used.
Conventional ISO container sizes are used as a baseline for the MIT PBR modules, as these sizes
should encounter little if any height or width restrictions throughout the United States. A
standard ISO (668:1995 series 1) container is 2.44m wide, 2.9m high (extended height "high
cube" version, standard is 2.59m), and either 6.1 or 12.2m long (standard lengths, however,
containers are manufactured in lengths from 7.3m to 17.2m)' 8. The MIT PBR modules are only
slightly larger than these dimensions (2.5m wide x 3m high).
Wide load (non-intermodal) transporters can transport payloads that are dimensionally much
larger than the ISO standard, however, transporting these outsize payloads results in a significant
cost increase due to route survey requirements (locating potential height and width restrictions
and either choosing an alternate route or removing the obstacle, transport restrictions (e.g. time-
of-day restrictions on wide-loads), decreased speed limits, and any additional support or escort
vehicles required. The overall size limits for trucking are established on a state by state basis, so
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a comprehensive list is not feasible, but limiting the Reactor Vessel (RV) module to -6m width
and 5m height (assuming the RV is transported as several separate parts) and Power Turbine
(PT)/Generator modules to -5m width and -4m height, should be sufficient to eliminate any
major concerns.
The mass limitations for trucks are difficult to define. While the DOT and its subsidiary state
agencies define maximum loads per wheel or per axle, transportation of extremely heavy
payloads is simply a matter of increasing the number of axles used to support the payload. There
are many different types of vehicles used to transport heavy loads (heavy loads being defined in
this case as greater than the -3x10 4 kg gross maximum for a 20 foot ISO container, or -4.5x10 4
kg for a 40 foot ISO flat rack container 9). The vehicles range from low-boy style semi-trailers
(used to transport payloads up to 105 kg) to multiple-dolly trailers capable of transporting nearly
unlimited (past examples of long distance transport of 2.5x105 kg+ payloads exist) payloads.
This size load has been moved over several hundred miles over normal roads with preparation
limited to measurement and, where necessary, lifting of utility lines20. Double lane ultra heavy
haulers have moved loads upwards of 300,000kg over 10 miles through heavily built up areas2 1
Estimating the cost of transporting the various modules is difficult without exact information as
to origin, destination, mass, and size, but in order to better understand the costs, a notional route,
mass, and size was used to obtain an estimated quote from a US heavy-load transportation
company (ATS Inc. www.ats-inc.com). Assuming an origin in the middle of the US (e.g. St.
Louis, MO) and a destination on the west coast (Seattle, WA), a mass of 7.5x104 kg, and an
envelope roughly the size of an ISO container, the company quoted a ROM cost of $75,00022.
It is apparent from this cost figure, and from various surveys of the types of equipment needed to
transport the MIT PBR modules, that it would be cost effective to implement the transportation
part of the "virtual factory" concept with internal resources (i.e. trucks and trailers owned or
leased by the proposed MIT PBR company), rather than outsourcing the transportation. Using
internally owned/leased vehicles would also simplify transportation tasking as each module
fabricator would have access to one or more transporters specifically chosen for its product. The
transporters would operate on continuous loops between the supplier, new PBR plants under
construction, and existing plants for spare / failed module transportation.
2.2.4. Layout Requirements
The module and internal plant layout of the MIT PBR system is constrained by the modularity
approaches defined earlier. The layout must enable rapid stacking and connection of the
modules during initial construction and assembly, allow for limited on-site diagnostics and
repair, and most importantly, allow for modules to be removed and replaced rapidly, should their
components fail.
Based on these requirements, the layout must enable cross-support of modules to permit a single
module to be removed without sacrificing the structural stability of the plant. The layout must
also reduce or eliminate the number of additional modules that must be removed to service a
failed module. The layout must also minimize the amount of module handling apparatus
required to perform module removal and replacement. Based on these requirements, such a
layout should minimize the depth of the module stack in all dimensions.
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2.2.5. Construction Requirements
In order to meet the modularity approach philosophy and goals defined earlier, the actual
construction of the plant must meet several requirements. These requirements are best defined in
two groups, those relating to the rapid construction of the plant, and those regarding the
preparation of the site.
2.2.5.1. Rapid Assembly
Rapid construction of the plant requires the modules be easily manipulated with a minimum of
tooling and equipment. The modules must also provide a significant degree of self-alignment to
minimize the time required to assemble the plant. The modules themselves must also enable
easy positioning of the components contained within each space-frame to facilitate alignment
and connection of the piping and other assemblies.
2.2.5.2. Site Preparation
The plant site itself must be prepared with a minimum of effort and cost. As such, simplified
construction of the plant building must be required. Such simplification must be applied to all
aspects of the site preparation. First, the excavation of the site must be simple, and minimal.
Second, the building construction must use low-cost construction methods such as poured-
concrete slip-forming. Third, the required interfaces between the building and the installed
modules must be simple-i.e. a minimum amount of support structure other than that built into
the modules themselves.
2.3. Design considerations
The design considerations are the engineering choices that result from the requirements and
goals of the MIT PBR design.
2.3.1. Design reference plant
The primary design consideration that guides the design of the PBR plant is the use of a design
reference plant. The reference plant used has been analyzed and described in detail by prior
work on this project and covers the cycle parameters of the closed Helium Brayton cycle. The
reference plant also includes the individual design and specifications of the individual
components of the plant. This plant reference design is based primarily on the prior MIT PBR
work23 with the reactor vessel and a few minor ancillary system based on one iteration of the
ESKOM plant design24.
2.3.2. Commercial-Of-The-Shelf Components
In order to meet the goals of cost, rapid development, and construction, design consideration
must be made regarding the sourcing of the various components and structures. To minimize
cost, a design which maximizes the number of components that are Commercial-Off-The-Shelf
(COTS)-available in standard form from as many vendors as possible-will be the most
successful.
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2.3.3. Construction Methods-Simple Assembly
Design consideration must be given to the construction of the plant itself. As described in the
previous sections simplified assembly of the plant is a requirement for the cost reduction
required by the goals. As such the design consideration consists of maximizing the amount of
assembly done off-site. One example of how this effects work is the "rule of three"-3 times the
labor/cost is required to perform a task at an assembly area rather than the component shop, and
9 times the labor cost is required to perform this task at the delivery site. This is the result of the
ease at which qualified labor and the required tooling and equipment is available at each site.
2.3.4. Reduced Control Facilities & Crew Size
Given the size of the control facilities at conventional plants, and the number of people required
for normal operation (-1 employee / MWe)2 5 reduction or elimination of these facilities is a
major design goal. The pebble bed, Helium cycle plant was originally chosen as it requires far
fewer systems for operation compared to conventional PWR or BWR plants. Various methods
to reduce these costs include increased automation of plant processes (enabled by the fail-safe
PBR design-the long accident timelines compared to current reactor designs enable simplified
control and emergency systems). Other cost reduction methods, such as sharing a control crew
among multiple MIT PBR modules, and reducing the necessary personnel to perform plant repair
(by incorporating internal self-test and non-destructive evaluation of plant systems and the
proposed replace and repair strategy) are also possible. Costs can also be reduced by decreasing
the size of the on-site control facilities-for example, by eliminating the large control building
with a small facility containing the minimum instrumentation and control equipment
(emphasizing modern computing, display and control systems), the small on-site command and
control crew, and whatever backup systems are required. Such a compact control facility would
enable something nearly impossible with current systems-a completely redundant control
system with two or more totally separate, individually crewed and supported, control modules.
2.3.5. Repair / Replace
To meet the low cost goals, the design must consider the ease at which components can be
repaired or replaced on-site. The design must compare the cost of performing a repair on-site
(including the cost to the design of including sufficient access to the components to affect a
repair in-situ) vs. the cost of removing the entire module containing the damaged component and
immediately replacing it with a spare module. Given the proposed strategy of housing multiple
(as many as 10) MIT PBR modules at a single site26, a common set of spare modules could be
kept on site-increasing the utility of rapidly removing and replacing a damaged module to
maintain plant availability. A transporter could then be dispatched from the factory where that
module is produced with a fresh spare, and the damaged module returned to the factory for repair
by the same transporter.
2.3.6. Commonality of Component Design
If possible, design commonality must be considered-cost can be reduced by minimizing the
number of independent component designs. For example by having a common compressor
design for all four compressor sets rather than a specific design for each compressor would
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reduce the design and manufacturing cost. Other components where a common design could be
attempted include the Precooler, Intercoolers, and, if possible, the Recuperator / IHX modules (if
a common design were possible with a minimum impact in system efficiency). Part of future
work should include an assessment as to the efficiency and cost impact of such common designs,
but it should be noted that this type of assessment is key to a production system-while past
systems have attempted to maximize plant efficiency (and thus power production), the large
fraction of cost associated with the capital expenditure of the plant may lead to an economically
optimum plant that would be simpler and cheaper to build albeit at the loss of overall system
efficiency.
2.3.7. Interchangeable Components
Interchangeable components is a fundamental design consideration of the PBR system. This
would achieve cost reduction by enabling universal replacement of failed components. This is
the goal of a design-to-fit engineering and construction process. Rather than assembling the
plant, performing optical metrology on the various components, and having suppliers construct
parts to fit the dimensions of the plant being constructed, tolerances and construction methods
are chosen so that a module will fit into its position in any of the plants. In terms of engineering
complexity, this is a far more difficult method. Design-to-fit requires far more work during the
design and engineering phase of the system, and possibly more work in the prototype phase,
however, the cost advantages in the long run appear to far outweigh the initial investment. This
method is only applicable to systems with large production runs, and has currently been used
with great success in the construction of other large, complex, high tolerance systems, such as
the Boeing 777. In the case of the Boeing 777, parametric CAD/CAM engineering, along with a
design-to-fit, high tolerance engineering philosophy enabled Boeing to construct the aircraft, and
integrate components from a wide variety of subcontractors, with an unprecedented level of first-
fit component installation success2
By ensuring universal dimensions across all the MIT PBR plants, costs can be reduced in several
areas. First, final work and potential re-work of components can be reduced, or eliminated as
each component will not need to be custom-fit to the dimensions of its final destination. Second,
a group of MIT PBR plants installed at a single location (the proposed operational strategy)
would be able to share a set of spare components, reducing the cost of maintaining a sufficient
spare inventory to enable rapid replacement and repair. Third, any follow-on upgrades or
improvements to MIT PBR components could be easily incorporated into both new plants, and
existing ones (through either replacement of failed components or a standard replacement /
inspection strategy), without redesign of the entire system-since each module must fit to a
constant set of interface specifications (mating dimensions, etc), an upgraded module must
simply be compatible with these specifications for it to be included.
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3. Proposed Modularity / Construction Strategy
The proposed modularity and resulting design and construction strategy are detailed in this
chapter. This topic describes what modularity approaches and design strategies are used within
the requirements and design considerations described in Chapter 2 to best meet the goals of the
system. Beginning with a description of the fundamental thrust-a design approach that
leverages economy of mass production, this chapter continues with details of the method to
implement this approach-the Virtual Factory. The remaining sections describe the plant
structure and assembly approach, the module transportation strategy, the site preparation and
facility construction approach, and the approach to assembling and building the plant itself.
3.1. Economy of mass-production vs. Economy of scale
The fundamental thrust to this approach is the emphasis on economy of mass production.
Conventional nuclear plants rely on an emphasis on economy of scale-delivered power unit
cost can be reduced by making each plant as large as possible. By constructing extremely large
plants sunk costs such as site preparation, power distribution apparatus, transportation
infrastructure improvements, and transport of the fresh and spent fuel to the system are spread
out over a larger quantity of produced power. The MIT PBR approach is different but seeks to
meet the same goals. By manufacturing a greater number of identical plants, this approach
minimizes costs by taking into account the cost reduction learning curves associated with mass
production. These cost reductions are obtained through several channels. First, it is easier for a
vendor to meet low-cost goals if the internal design and tooling cost is spread out over a greater
number of delivered components. Second, labor and tooling costs are reduced as the number of
components increases due to techniques and equipment improvements developed during the
production run-this is a common result shown in production of many products ranging from
simple consumer goods to extremely complex products such as commercial aircraft. Third, the
production of a large number of identical components enables production facilities to use mass-
production methods such as assembly line production with standardized tooling. While
construction of the tooling results in a higher capital cost than a one-off product, its existence
enables lower labor and build cost for a large production run.
Typical cost reduction learning curves for various systems take the form of the following
formula, Where Cn is the Nth unit cost, Co is the initial cost, N the number of units, and b the
learning factor.
C, = CoN b
This formula is applied to empirically determined variables for different types of processes, such
as those included in Table 3.1, to determine the Nth unit cost. Even with the most conservative
(least cost change per increase in N) learning curves shown, the cost reductions can be
substantial for large values of N. Since the MIT PBR plant requires -10 modules to produce the
same power as a conventional 1000 MWe sized plant, combined with the design choices made to
maximize the number of potential sites, the total number of component sets (N) can be extremely
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large, reducing the average unit cost and exemplifying the design choice of mass-production vs.
scale size.
Table 3.1 Example Learning Curve Variables (b-values)28
Aerospace 85%
Shipbuilding 80-85%
Complex machine tools for new 75-85%
models
Repetitive electronics 90-95%
manufacturing
Repetitive machining or punch- 90-95%
press operations
repetitive electrical operations 75-85%
Repetitive welding operations 90%
Raw materials 93-96%
Purchased Parts 85-88%
3.2. Virtualfactory concept
To implement the mass-production concept described above the MIT PBR design will use a new
concept in manufacturing-a Virtual Factory. Past modular power plant designs emphasized a
"factory built" approach. In this approach, power plant components will be built and assembled
into modules in an off-site facility, then shipped to the site and assembled. The MIT PBR
approach is to eliminate the off-site facility entirely. The plant will be designed so each
component is installed into its module by the vendor that manufactured the component. The
module is then shipped to the site and installed into the plant. This requires the design to limit
the number of different components installed into each module, and a module structure design
that can be easily built by the vendor or a subcontractor. This method also reduces transportation
costs. Since the components define the mass and size of each module (the "wrapper" is
relatively light weight compared to the component), the cost of transporting the module can be
assumed to be nearly identical to the cost of transporting the component itself. Rather than
transporting the component to a central factory where it is wrapped in its structure, then
transported to the assembly site, a finished module is transported directly from the contractor to
the assembly site. This approach yields two major results-reduced capital expense and
outsourced module construction.
3.2.1. Reduced Capital Expense
Reduced overall capital expense to both the MIT PBR entity and the various contractors. First,
by eliminating any requirement for a central facility, both the capital cost amortized over the
production of the plants, and the time required to start manufacturing the PBR plants are
reduced. Secondly, by simplifying the module "wrapper" each component is contained in, the
component contractor's cost is reduced. The contractor is given a cost target to meet for a
delivered module and given the choice of construction methods. While it is reasonable to
assume there would be some capital investment by each component manufacturer, the proposed
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approach would limit these values by selecting manufacturers for each component that currently
produce similar products.
3.2.2. Outsourced Module Construction
The contractor's ability to choose a module construction approach (provided it meets the
interface and other requirements of the design) may result in the various contractors developing a
shared source for common components. A contractor can choose to outsource certain aspects of
the module construction. For example, rather than use up capital facilities and labor to build the
space-frame specified for a given module, the contractor can outsource the frame construction to
a local sub-contractor. What may also end up occurring is, if the locations of the various module
fabricators were favorable, a groups of contractors may choose to outsource all the elements their
modules have in common to a specific vendor-taking advantage of mass-production economics.
The point of having of the components in a module fabricated at the primary component
manufacturer (the primary component is the one the module is designed around) is to avoid the
additional transportation cost of moving incomplete modules from location to location.
Each contractor is responsible for delivering a finished module that will require no additional
assembly work before being installed into the plant. This will entail installation into the module
of any plant system busses, ancillary components, or control / testing systems before delivery.
Each module must also be tested, both for functionality and for dimensional requirements, before
delivery, minimizing the amount of on-site testing required after assembly.
3.3. Plant Structure and Assembly Modularization Approach
Based on the mass-production and Virtual Factory approaches described above, a specific plant
structure and assembly approach to modularization is easily gestated. The structure and
assembly approach is based on the space-frame concept. Using this concept, a simplified bolt-
together assembly approach is born. This bolt-together assembly will require the structure to
provide alignment to the components that must be interconnected, and make assembly a "plug
and play" effort.
3.3.1. Space Frame Concept
The space-frame concept is the fundamental modularization approach for the MIT PBR system.
This is the final evolution of modularity design, which began with the least effective construction
method-so called "stick building." The next step in the development of modular construction
was the use of parallel / pipelined construction. This was followed by a large module approach.
The space-frame concept follows by breaking down the system into smaller modules with a
standardized interface-in effect, the assembly of the plant involves a small number of space-
frame modules, rather than the large number of pipes and components contained within. The
space-frame serves as an exoskeleton for each module, providing structural support for the
components contained inside. At each stage of the evolution, more pre-production design effort
is required, but as the ship-building industry has realized, the overall time from concept to
delivered product is reduced, and in cases where a large number of systems are built, the cost is
also dramatically reduced.
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3.3.1.1. Stick Building
Stick building is the construction method currently used for nuclear plants, and until the advent
of modularity, large ships. In this method, each minute component of the system is fabricated,
transported to the final assembly site, and installed. This method requires the least pre-
production design effort as only the finished design and an extremely detailed step-by-step
construction plan is needed. The superstructure of the plant is constructed, then each component
installed in turn, followed by installation of the required piping connecting all the various
components, finalized by the installation of the ancillary / support components and busses, and
finally any building finish work (the walls and roof covering all the systems) 29. This method
minimizes the pre-production effort into defining the tolerances of all the various components, as
the required dimensions of each secondary component (for example, a pipe connecting one major
component to another) are measured after the major components have already been installed into
their final positions. The disadvantages of this approach are many.
First, this method is an extremely linear production method with, to borrow a term from
computer science, little pipelining and parallelism. Since the final required dimensions of many
of the components are not defined until other have been installed, production of those parts
cannot begin until after a potentially significant amount of assembly has been performed (due
primarily to the fact that the required tolerances operationally required for each component are
typically tighter than the tolerances possible for installation of components within the
superstructure). The stick-building method can either require high-tolerance installation of all
components-dramatically increasing costs, or relax installation positioning tolerances and
prolong the assembly / construction time by waiting till the final required dimensions for each
part can be obtained.
Parallel construction and assembly is also limited by the stick-building method. For example,
access to the entire structure during assembly must be ensured-limiting the installation of
components which could restrict the space needed to maneuver a component to a point deeper in
the plant.
These factors make the time required to build a system such as a nuclear power plant, or a large
ship extremely long, more than -9.1 years (from first pouring of concrete to grid connection) in
the case of conventional nuclear power plants (average for new plants between 1978-1989)30.
Stick building requires all of the assembly take place at the construction site, making quality
control much more difficult and vastly increasing the cost of any rework necessary, as either the
facilities for rework must be constructed on site, or the component transported back to the
original manufacturer, reworked, and transported back to the construction site.
3.3.1.2. Limited Parallel / Pipelined Construction
By expending additional design effort some of the disadvantages of stick building can be
reduced. This step in the evolution of modular construction requires the design take into account
the simultaneous construction and installation of several modules, and a "design-build-to-fit"
part fabrication approach, enabling pipelining of the component construction. However, since
this method still requires each component to be separately installed, tolerances can still build up
and a substantial amount of refit may be required.
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3.3.1.3. Large Module Construction
Module level stick building is the current level of modular construction applied to shipbuilding,
and the next step in the evolution of modular design. In this method, whole sections of the plant
/ ship are constructed separately and simultaneously3 1. This method enables parallel construction
of many modules, decreasing assembly and checkout time (as each module can be individually
tested before final assembly). Dimensional control to ensure module-to-module connectivity is
only required on the interfaces, rather than over the entire module. The module size used in this
method is still quite large, with each module containing a wide variety of components and
systems. This system works rather well for shipbuilding since the final assembly point tends to
be very closely located to the module assembly area (even in cases where the modules are
assembled remotely, they are typically transported as nearly a whole ship).
For the MIT PBR system, this type of modularity approach is not nearly sufficient to meet the
defined goals, as the modules are still extremely large, and contain components from many
different vendors, requiring the module construction to take place at an additional integration
facility (in the case of the SSN Virginia class boats, the final assembly is alternated between
General Dynamics: Electric Boat and Northrup Grumman: Newport News, while the module
integration location(s) remain constant, thus the module integration and the final assembly take
place in the same facility at each location). This is not possible with the MIT PBR as the final
assembly location is highly variable as at most 10 plants would be constructed at a single site.
Therefore, elimination of the module-level integration facility by breaking the system down into
smaller modules that can be integrated by the manufacturer of the component(s) contained in
each module is the next step in the evolution of modular construction, and the proposed method
for the MIT PBR.
3.3.1.4. Small Module Space-Frame Construction
The final stage in the evolution of modular design is the small module space-frame modular
construction method. This method uses module sizes far smaller than those in the previous large
module method. Each module is sized to be easily transported, and more importantly, contains
only a single type of component-i.e. the entire contents of a module can be manufactured by a
single vendor, with a minimum of sub-contracted ancillary components. This method is idea for
the MIT PBR, but not efficient for ship-building, as it most likely results in a system envelope
larger than that possible using the large module construction method. This inefficiency is why
modular shipbuilding has ceased its modularity evolution at the previous level. However, for the
PBR, the ability to eliminate facilities for module assembly, allocate each module's construction
to a specific vendor, and easily transport the modules to the site outweighs any penalty in system
size.
3.3.2. Simplified Interconnection and Assembly
Using the space-frames to provide structural support to the various components enables the
actual plant assembly to be a bolt-together affair, similar to the stacking and attachment methods
used for intermodal container transportation on ships. These containers are attached to one
another using locking cams that fit into oval holes on all three faces of each comer, as shown in
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Figure 3.1. This example has a maximum tension load of -5.1x10 4 kg and a maximum shear
load of -4.3xl 04 kg.
Figure 3.1 Tandemloc Inc. Double Cone Two Position Twist Lock3 2
In the case of the MIT PBR space-frames, a similar method can be used to temporarily join the
modules, followed by installation of high strength bolts to strengthen the interconnection.
As such, all the inter-module interfaces (pipe joints, etc.) must be also be designed for ease of
attachment. This requires bolted flange joints in all large diameter piping, quick-disconnect or
other type of connectors for small tubing, wiring, and other connections.
3.3.3. Installation and Alignment of Modules
The design of the modules must also take into account assembly difficulty. The space-frame
encapsulating each component is a relatively low-tolerance structure (to reduce costs), as such,
the structures supporting a component within the frame must be capable of positioning the
component to fit with adjacent modules. This could be done with relative ease using adjustable
transportation support links. The transport support links are detachable structural supports
(adjustable length struts for instance) that support the components inside the frame during
transport and assembly. The use of one set of supports for transport and assembly and another
set of supports for operational use reduces the requirements of the operational supports (pipe
hangers and the like) to handle off-design stresses. During plant assembly, these transport
supports will be used to position a component for attachment to other modules.
The modules must also be "plug-and-play" easy to assemble at the site. This requires each
module to be not only easily connected to adjacent systems, but also perform self-test of its
systems. Using this approach, the assembly on site will consist solely of stacking the modules,
attaching their structural interfaces, alignment and connection of major components, removal /
disconnection of the transport supports, and connection of the ancillary interfaces. As each
module can be tested individually both before and after assembly (using internal self-test
systems) the potential for installation of faulty components during initial construction is
markedly reduced.
The testing at the manufacturer could range (depending on licensing and economic requirements)
from simple non-destructive inspection of components to installing the module into a jig that
would simulate the plant around it-for example, a turbo-compressor module could be tested
mechanically using an external drive, a hot-gas blow-down facility, or an integrated test system
using a flow loop simulating the temperature, pressure and flow loads each part operates under
(i.e. the compressor would be fed Helium at the operational pressure and temperature, and its
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output either boosted or restricted to the input pressure of the turbine, and heated using an
electrically heated or eternally fuel-fired heat exchanger). Additional design and analysis of the
economics and licensing requirements would be required to choose the optimum test methods,
but across the range of possible methods, the capital cost of such a test jig would not be
dramatic-especially given the small physical size of the component and the relatively low
power levels, pressures and temperatures used by the plant (conventional gas turbines operate at
much higher turbine temperatures and shaft power levels3 3, high pressure gas handling
compressors used in the petrochemical / natural gas industry also operate at higher shaft powers
and pressures than the MIT PBR requires34 , and these components are currently factory tested).
3.4. Module Transportation Strategy
To meet the transportation cost reduction goals, a transportation strategy using only road-mobile
vehicles is used. While conventional plants require the use of heavy rail or barge transport, the
MIT PBR system will use conventional COTS heavy lift road transports. While rail and barge
have a lower cost per kg., they require substantial infrastructure (rail line or waterway) to operate
effectively. This infrastructure is needed at both the assembly site and the component fabrication
(vendor) location.
Assuming the existence of suitable roads, which should not be a problem as road-mobile heavy
lift transports put no more weight/tire down than conventional trucks, this means that the MIT
PBR plant could be constructed virtually anywhere (subject to site and political requirements and
constraints). The transportation analysis required for a new site would be a simple survey of the
route to ensure there are no weight or dimensional limitations that would be a problem. This
type of survey is done extremely often as the transportation of heavy and outsized loads on road-
mobile heavy lift transporters is an extremely common process.
Based on this strategy, the module specifications must be constrained by the size and weight
limitations of available transporters. While it is doubtful contracted transportation would be used
(assuming of course a reasonably high rate of PBR production), the cost associated with
purchasing a fleet of transporters for the sole purpose of ferrying modules between the various
vendors and PBR sites would be quite low.
3.5. Site Preparation and Facility Construction
The site preparation and facility construction strategy is defined to meet the cost reduction goals
of the system. This design strategy has two major thrusts. First, the site preparation (grading,
excavation) must be simple and inexpensive. Second, the actual plant building (including non-
modular internal structure) must also be simple and inexpensive.
3.5.1. Simple Site Preparation and Excavation
To make site preparation simple and inexpensive, the necessary improvements must take into
account the difficulties associated with the various methods and their limitations. While grading
a site level and installing conventional improvements (parking lots, concrete aprons, etc) will
likely not have dramatic effects on cost, the necessary excavation of a large area, deep pit for the
plant building assuredly will. As such, the design of the plant must ensure that the specifications
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of the necessary excavation do not require overly costly methods or equipment. For example,
the cost of excavating a pit increases non-linearly with depth-due to additional equipment,
labor, and safety precautions that need to be taken.
For this analysis, the reactor vessel is assumed to be completely below grade, resulting in a
required pit depth of close to 20m. This is required for decay heat rejection to the surrounding
earth. Future work should include an analysis as to the necessity of below-grade RV placement,
as a wholly above grade structure could be far more economical.
3.5.2. Simple Building Construction & Internal Skeleton
The plant building and internal non-modular support structure must also be designed with cost
reduction in mind. The best method for achieving a low installed cost for these elements is to
use low cost construction (poured concrete with modular reinforcement and low-cost forms), and
an extremely simple design. The internal support structure can be quite minimal, as with the
exception of the reactor vessel, all the components are self-supported by their space-frames. As
such the only internal support structures that must be installed are the reactor vessel support
structure, and reinforced floor pads where the space-frame feet will be. The reactor support
structure is a simple annular reinforced concrete pedestal with a load bearing steel structure on
top to support the three RV support lugs (the support method defined for the ESKOM reactor
vessel)3 5. Figure 3.2 shows a cross-sectional diagram of the lower portion of the ESKOM
Reactor vessel, with the support structure for the reactor vessel highlighted and circled (the
hatched area denotes reinforced concrete). The MIT PBR support structure would be designed
similarly however, instead of annular wall continuing up past the support level, it would stop
slightly above the horizontal plane of the support surface.
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Figure 3.2 Annular Support Structure for ESKOM Reactor Vessel36
Load bearing rails may also be installed to ease maneuvering the modules during installation and
removal. These rails enable a module to slide laterally for placement or removal. Since the
modules are stacked two or three high for most of the plant, the space frames must be able to
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bridge a gap created by removing a lower module, at least temporarily. As some module
replacement would require removal of more than one adjacent module, temporary supports
would be installed to bear the loads of the upper modules during removal and replacement.
The building design must also not interfere with the easy installation of the various modules, and
their eventual removal and replacement. While the reactor vessel will require special access to
the building, it is also the only non-replaceable component, so its installation will most likely be
done through a different access than the rest of the modules (such as a removable roof section in
the containment building, through which the RV can be lowered). A segmented reactor vessel
would enable installation without requiring a roof penetration and an external crane.
3.6. Assembly Strategy
The actual assembly of the plant once the building is finished must be rapid, simple, and require
a minimum of time, labor, tooling, and equipment. The space-frame modularity approach makes
this relatively easy to accomplish. As each module arrives, its transporter is maneuvered into the
module delivery area inside the building, and the module is lifted and placed in its final location
by an overhead gantry crane and/or a set of simple rails built into the floor of the facility. Once
in its final location, the equipment and tooling required is limited to the stud tensioning
equipment to assemble the bolt-together flanges, and whatever limited equipment is needed to
attach the ancillary connections and adjust / remove the transportation supports.
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4. MPBR Reference Plant Design
In order to advance the design of the MIT pebble bed reactor, the analysis needs to be based on
past work. For this analysis, the proposed design of the plant is based on several past analyses
including the proposed ESKOM MPBR (single discharge central pebble discharge, no solid
central column reflector)37, and Dr. Wang's dissertation 38 .
4.1. Design Introduction
The reference design used for this analysis is defined in detail by Dr. Wang. The cycle is
detailed in Figure 4.1, and features a 3 shaft design (two turbo-compressors and a power turbine-
generator). Reactor inlet temperature is 900°C, and reactor inlet temperature is limited to
5200C39. Using a plate-fin heat exchanger design, the system optimizes with a pressure ratio of
2.85, produces 130.61MWe (gross power), of which 7.11MWe is used for hotel loads and
circulator power,40 leaving 123.5MWe (Net) or an overall system efficiency of 49.4%. The
system. Additional cycle specifications are also listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Reference Plant Cycle Specifications 4'
Thermal power 250 MWth
Core outlet/inlet temperature 900/520 C
Pressure ratio of PCU 2.86
Helium mass flow-rate (primary/secondary) 126.7/126.7 kg/s
System maximum pressure 8.0 MPa
Core pressure drop 1%
Plate-Fin IHX Effectiveness: 95% Pressure drop: 0.5% (primary)
1.4% (Cold side)
Recuperator (Plate-fin HX) Effectiveness: 95%
Pressure drop: 0.8% (low-pressure side)
0.33%(high-pressure side)
Precooler, Intercooler #1, #2, #3. Helium pressure drop: 0.8%, 0.5%, 0.3%, 0.3%
Turbine polytropic efficiency 92%
Compressor polytropic efficiency 90%
Generator efficiency 98.5%
Circulator isentropic efficiency 90%
Circulator motor efficiency 98%
Turbine shaft mechanical loss 1%
HP compressor and MP compressor #1 extra 1%
leakage rate
HP compressor and MP compressor #1 extra 3%
cooling rate
Losses Circulator power 3.57MWe
Other station load 2.5 MWe
Switch-yard loss 0.6%
System radiation loss 0.5 MWth
Gross power output 130.6 MWe
Net electric power (zero turbine cooling flow) 123.5 MWe
Net plant efficiency (zero turbine cooling flow) 49.4%
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Figure 4.1 Reference Plant Cycle Schematic 42
4.2. Primary Side
The primary side of the plant includes everything within the ASME Section III (Class 1)
boundary, i.e. everything containing radiological materials or coolant that contacts these
materials. This includes the reactor vessel, primary side piping, and the IHX core modules and
outer vessels.
4.2.1. Reactor Vessel
The MIT pebble bed reactor vessel is closely based on the vessel used in the ESKOM4 3 pebble
bed reactor. The reactor vessel is modified to accommodate the piping differences between the
ESKOM and MIT system described later in Section 4.2.1.2. To enable modularity and road-
mobile transportation, a segmented version of this reactor vessel is proposed (limiting each
section to an overall envelope of approximately 6m dia. x 5m tall and a mass less than 2.5xl 05
kg). While a segmented vessel requires more installation time and additional seals, it would
eliminate the cost and time required to transport the large (6m dia x -20m long) and heavy
(greater than 7x105 kg without reflector or internals) reactor vessel from the fabricator to the
plant site. Another option would be to use a Prestressed Cast Iron Vessel (PCIV). The Juelich
Research Center has tested such a vessel which may (given future analysis as to its applicability
to this project) be a simpler modularity solution.44
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4.2.1.1. Design and Specifications
As the MIT PBR reactor vessel is based on the ESKOM design4 5, a detailed description of the
ESKOM reactor vessel is necessary as a baseline to determine what modifications would be
required for the MIT system.
The ESKOM design for the pebble bed reactor vessel is a multiple vessel structure, shown in
Figure 4.2. The core itself is contained within a metallic core barrel installed within an outer,
thicker, pressure vessel. The core barrel provides structural support to the core volume itself, the
various reflector assemblies, and other reactor structures. The core barrel is supported by a
bearing structure on the bottom, which transfers loads to the primary vessel. Based on ESKOM
drawings, the MCB (metallic core barrel), is a 5cm thick, 14.9m tall cylinder with a 5.5m inside
diameter. The MCB top plate is a 0.30m thick plate bolted to the top of the MCB. Both
structures are composed of the standard high temperature steel alloy (A508/533)46 . The MCB
and its top plate mass -10 5 kg and 5.6x10 kg, respectively. The core volume itself is a 3.5m
diameter, 7.75m cylinder with a 1200 (included angle) conical extension at the bottom4 7. This
conical section constricts the pebble flow down to the -0.65m diameter of the pebble discharge
tube48. This design has subsequently been modified by the PBMR, Pty. company to uprate the
thermal power level with the inclusion of a solid central reflector. This change resulted in
significant design changes to the reqactor vessel (three pebble discharge locations), as well as
numerous changes in the power conversion system.49 For the MIT PBR design, as the original
thermal power level is acceptable, the design prior to this change is used as the reference design.
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reflector is broken down into three sections, a bottom reflector below the core volume, an
annular assembly around the core volume, and a top section above the core. For the mass
estimates given in this section, a nuclear graphite density of 1.40x103 (kg/m3)5' and an A-533
density of 7.85x103 (kg/m3 )5 2 are used. Where there are large cavities (such as the inlet and
exhaust plenums, Helium flow and reactivity control borings), these volumes are taken into
account in the mass estimate, however, small penetrations are not included to ensure a
conservative mass estimate.
The ESKOM bottom reflector is a cylindrical structure with a conical cavity on top forming the
bottom of the pebble bed core (Figure 4.3). The structure is 5.5m in diameter and contains two
large annular plenums for the Helium inlet and exhaust flow from the reactor vessel53 . The inlet
plenum is 5.5m OD, 2.6m ID, lm tall and starts -0.75m from the bottom of this reflector section
(Figure 4.4). The exhaust plenum is 3.2m OD, 2.4m ID, 0.75m tall, and starts 2.15m from the
bottom (Figure 4.5)54. The 4.25m tall cylindrical section of the reflector is topped with a m tall
conical section for an overall height of 5.25m55.
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Figure 4.3 ESKOM Bottom Reflector Side View56
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Figure.4 I nlet Plenum Cro Section 57
Figure 4.4 ESKOM Bottom Reflector Inlet Plenum Cross Section57
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Figure 4.5 ESKOM Bottom Reflector Exhaust Plenum Cross Section58
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For the MIT PBR, the bottom reflector is contained in a section of the MCB (which has been
segmented, like the MIT PBR reactor vessel to enable simplified transportation). The MCB
segment is a ring 5cm thick, with a 25cm long, 10cm thick transition to a 25cm long 15cm thick
upper ring. The ring is welded to a 10cm thick bottom plate. These structures are composed of
the same A508/533 high temperature alloy used for all the core structures. The overall
dimensions of the bottom reflector section are 5.7m dia x 5.35m in height, with a total mass of
-2x105 kg (1.4x105 kg for the graphite reflector and 6x104 kg for the lower MCB section. If
future analysis leads to the conclusion that a bolted joint in the MCB is not necessary, and the
additional time to weld the various MCB sections together is cost effective, replacing the upper
thicker sections of the lower MCB section with a single, 25cm long 10cm thick ring would
reduce the overall lower reflector module mass by -3.3x10 3 kg.
The ESKOM side reflector (shown in Figure 4.6) is an annular structure 7.75m in height
surrounding the main core volume. It is composed of an inner and outer section. The inner
section is 0.75m thick contains a series of borings for reactivity control. The reactivity control
borings are on a 3.75m diameter circle and are each 0.13m in diameter59 . The outer reflector
section is 0.5m thick, yielding a overall outer diameter of 5.5m. The outer section contains
borings for Helium gas flow on a 4.52m circle. Each Helium flow boring is -0.25m in
diameter 60 . For the MIT PBR, the annular reflector module contains -1.36x1l 05 kg of nuclear
graphite and is contained in a segment of the MCB 7.75m tall, incorporating similar thicker ring
sections for attachment to that used on the lower section. The middle MCB segment has a mass
of -6.3x10 3 kg. If, as mentioned before, a welded MCB is chosen, mass of this section would
decrease by -6.8xl 03 kg. Diagrams of the middle reflector section are shown below.
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Figure 4.6 ESKOM Annular Reflector Cross Section6 1
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The ESKOM design for the top reflector assembly (shown in Figure 4.7) is a flat cylindrical
section with a 1.3m active length6 2. This 4.3x1 04 kg graphite assembly is topped with a 0.3m tall
empty region and, for the MIT version of the reactor vessel, contained in the upper segment of
the MCB. The upper MCB segment is 1.9m in overall height (including a 0.3m thick top plate).
The ring portion of this segment consists of two thickened ring sections on the top and bottom,
with a 0.6m tall central region (with the same thicknesses respectively as the thickened and
standard sections of the other MCB sections). The upper reflector module is 5.7m in overall
diameter, and 1.9m in height. Mass consists of -4.3x10 4 kg of nuclear graphite, an -2. 1x104 kg
ring section of the MCB, and an -5.6x104 kg top plate for a total module mass of -1.2x105 kg.
Again, if welds are used to join the various sections, module mass would decrease by -6.8x 103
kg.
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Figure 4.7 ESKOM Upper Reflector Side View6 3
For the segmented reflector / MCB approach used for the MIT PBR, and shown schematically in
Figure 4.8, the overall MCB and reflector assembly requires transportation of three modules,
massing 2x1 05, 2x1 05, and 1.2x 105 kg respectively. Installation of the modules into the reactor
vessel is performed in several steps. Using the segmented reactor vessel proposed, and detailed
following this section, the lower reactor vessel segment is installed first to provide a platform for
the MCB sections. The MCB sections are then installed and either bolted or welded together.
The remaining vessel sections are then installed around the MCB, using the MCB supports
attached to the interior of the vessel segments as a guide64 .
Outer Pressure Vessel Design
The ESKOM reactor vessel (shown in Figure 4.2), and its modification to meet the modularity
goals of the MIT PBR system consists of a thick, 6m ID pressure vessel with various thickness
changes to accommodate support lugs, mating flanges, and the various penetrations for coolant
flow and control systems.
The primary thickness of the pressure vessel is 14cm, based on an allowable stress of 26.7ksi at a
maximum temperature of 371 C and an internal pressure of 8MPa (- 1160psi). This thickness of
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A-533 steel has a mass of -2.07x104 kg per meter of length. Based on analysis of the published
ESKOM design drawings, the ESKOM vessel comprises two pieces. The main cylindrical
section is capped on both ends by a tori-spherical vessel heads, with the lower head welded to the
vessel, and the upper head attached using a bolted flange.
The reactor vessel contains various structures to support the MCB. These comprise guide rails
along the inside cylindrical wall of the vessel along with large steel bearings on the lower cap of
the vessel to support the weight of the MCB, reflector and core. The mass of these structures is
small compared to the vessel weight, and as such, are not included in the mass calculations of the
ESKOM and MIT PBR vessels performed below.
The base thickness (+4.75 to 14.6m vertical span in the ESKOM RV picture coordinate frame) of
the cylindrical section is thickened below the level of the core bottom (6.25m in length, vertical
location: -1.5m to +4.75m) to provide structural support and reinforcement to the vessel and its
internals. Above the core the thickness is also doubled for m of length, and increased to triple
the normal thickness above the upper reflector to form a 1.5m long (total triple thickness length,
head-interface is roughly halfway through this section) flange to which the upper vessel head is
bolted (using studs sunk into the thick flange). The base thickness cylindrical section is 9.85m
long. Estimating the vessel head sections to be 50% height ellipsoids (minor radius of one half
the major radii) with a thickness of 14cm, and assuming a density of 7.85x103 kg/m3 for the
pressure vessel steel, the ESKOM vessel has a mass of roughly 6.86x105 kg (with the vessel head
and its 0.75m long, 42cm thick reinforcement ring composing -1.37x 105 kg of this total).
Since this mass is extremely high (RV without top cap is -5.5x10 5 kg), road mobile
transportation would be costly and require extremely large equipment. As such, for the MIT
PBR design the reactor vessel is segmented (the segmentation planes are the red dotted lines in
the schematic drawing) into several sections to minimize the maximum transported mass for any
one component, as shown in Figure 4.8.
For transportation concerns, limiting load to 2x105 kg, assuming triple thick flange sections are
needed 0.75m tall for each fastening, and m for each thickness decrement, 5m sections are
possible, though increasing the design load limit to 2.5x105 kg would yield 7.5m sections (end
cap is 9x104 kg Including flange). While the two-component ESKOM vessel only requires one
bolted flange (sealed using multiple, high pressure metallic seals), the segmented reactor vessel
would use as many as 4 sealed flanges.
The proposed vessel is broken down into 5 separate components (Figure 4.8). The uppermost
section is a 50% height half ellipsoid cap with a 0.75m long, double thickness (30cm) skirt and a
0.75m long triple thickness flange section (overall length 3.15m), total mass 1.36x105 kg. The
main cylindrical section is divided into two main sections each 6.84m overall diameter (6m ID
plus the 42cm thick flange ring) and 5.7m long (individual mass 2.15x105 kg). The lower,
thicker segment of the main cylinder (comparable to the lower, double thickness support section
of the ESKOM design) is shorter, only 4.5m in length to limit its mass to 2.2x105 kg. The
bottom cap is similar to the top cap, but with a shorter skirt, yielding a total length of 2.65m and
a mass of 1.15x105 kg. This segmented reactor vessel requires the transport of 5 loads instead of
the two in the ESKOM design, but the loads are limited to less than 2.2x105 kg, far easier to
transport at low cost. If determined necessary for leakage or safety considerations, seal (non-
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structural) welds could be easily incorporated into the segments using automated welding
machines running circumferentially on pre-installed rails.
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Figure 4.8 Segmented Reactor Vessel, MCB and Reflector
While further analysis is necessary to determine any potential negatives to this proposed
segmented design, a backup method would be to deliver the vessel in weldable sections which
would be stacked and structurally welded together circumferentially at the construction site.
While the goal of this modularity design is to eliminate labor-intensive assembly processes such
as welding, the few circumferential welds required to assemble the vessel could be performed
using automated welding machines (traveling around the vessel on pre-installed and aligned
rails). Additionally, the reactor vessel has no real space constraints, or components that would
interfere with access to its surface for welding, unlike the tight space constraints in the balance of
plant modules.
A weld-together reactor vessel would also significantly decrease the mass of he transported
components, by eliminating the triple thick flange sections required for the bolted together
vessel. By replacing all of the joints except the top cap flange with double thickness, 0.75m long
(per side) thickened sections, welded together onsite, the module weights (using the same
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dimensions as the segmented vessel described above) would be reduced to 2x105, 1.85x105, and
2.2x 105 kg for three cylindrical sections, and 1x105 kg for the bottom cap section. If the middle
segment's lower double thickness section is increased by 0.75m and the lower segment shorted
by the same amount, the weights would be equalized at 2x105 kg for all three segments, a
maximum load savings of 5x104 kg vs. the bolted reactor vessel design.
4.2.1.2. Piping / Interfaces
The piping joining the ESKOM reactor vessel to its balance of plant is composed of several pipes
providing Helium flow for the power conversion system and core cooling system (CCS) as
shown in the various figures shown previously. The main pipes are separated vertically by
1.35m65. The centerline located 0.67m ID outlet pipe is composed of a high-alloy (A508/533-
like) steel outer pipe with a lined Incoloy 800 internal hot pipe66. The two inlet pipes are 0.39m
ID, unlined high alloy pipes located off-center on the reactor vessel67. The ESKOM CCS uses
two sets of inlet / outlet pipes, each with a 0.28m ID. The pipes are located 90° to each side of
the primary outlet pipe6 8. For the MIT PBR system, the two cold primary helium inlet ducts of
the ESKOM system are replaced with a single pipe at the same vertical level, but located on the
centerline of the reactor vessel.
4.2.1.3. Reactor Vessel Structural Supports
The ESKOM reactor vessel uses a series of structural supports to accommodate the dead-weight
loads of the RV and its internal structures as well as any seismic forces. The main loads are
supported by 3 large support lugs at the same local elevation as the cold inlets69. These lugs are
supported by a large concrete structure and are cooled to protect the concrete from thermal
failure due to heat transfer from the reactor vessel70. The support lugs are slotted to permit radial
thermal expansion of the reactor vessel. Seismic force protection is provided by high force
dampers attached to the top of the reactor vessel. These dampers accommodate the slow
displacement from thermal expansion while resisting high rate seismic forces.
4.2.2. Reactor Vessel Cooling
Both the ESKOM design and the MIT PBR reference plant design proposed in past studies
require the reactor vessel to be cooled to maintain its temperature below the maximum defined
code limitations. This cooling is provided by diverting a small fraction (1-2%) of the primary
Helium flow through an additional water-cooled heat exchanger to reduce its temperature. This
Helium flows through the vessel in the space between the MCB and the RV. Additional systems
are provided to cool the core and MCB as well during shutdown and startup when the primary
balance of plant is inoperative. While the ESKOM and MIT PBR systems do not require active
systems to reject decay heat in an accident case, in order to prevent excessive heating or thermal
damage to the reactor vessel and structures, the CCS (core cooling system) is used to maintain
core temperatures within limits when heat cannot be rejected through the normal power
conversion system.
The ESKOM RPVCS (Reactor Pressure Vessel Conditioning System) provides the cooling for
the reactor vessel itself (the Helium flows through the space between the RV and the MCB). The
system consists of 4 blower/cooler units (each sized at 1/3rd the required capacity for
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redundancy) bolted to the bottom of the RV71. During normal operation these units do not cool
the Helium as the ESKOM direct cycle has an inlet temperature low enough to provide cooling
for the RV, but the blower units remain active to ensure uniform RV wall temperature. The
coolers can reject 100kW of heat per unit, and each blower can deliver a flow rate of 3.15x103
m 3 /hr (5.55kg/s @ 7.2 MPa, 280°C)7 2 .
The ESKOM CCS uses two 50% capacity units to provide core cooling. Each unit is composed
of a blower, a water cooled heat exchanger, a counter-flow recuperator and a mixing chamber
(which mixes incoming hot flow with cold exit flow to ensure a flow temperature below 630°C
for material considerations)73. The recuperator outlet temperature is -330°C, the recuperator
outlet flow is then cooled by 40°C in the heat exchanger, yielding a blower inlet temperature of
2900C74. The two modules are capable of rejecting 5 MWt for core pressures 0.7-4.5 MPa, 2
MWt @ 0.2 MPa, and 1 MWt @ atmospheric pressure75. Approximately 25kg/s of Helium mass
flow is required to reject 5 MWt over a 400 C delta-T.
The MIT PBR reference plant cycle used in past work uses a core / vessel cooling system that
provides the function equivalent to the ESKOM RPVCS. In the MIT system, the heat rejection
required by the system is far larger than in the ESKOM case due to the use of an indirect cycle.
Since the indirect cycle has a much higher RV Helium inlet temperature than a direct cycle, RV
cooling is required during normal operation. The reference plant RV cooling system uses a
water cooled heat exchanger to reduce the cooling flow to 135C. The 1.3 kg/s Helium flow
requirement is based on a 10m core barrel height with an emissivity of 0.6. Total heat rejection
to the cooling system is -700kWt (nearly double the heat rejection of the ESKOM RPVCS)76 .
While not addressed in past MIT PBR work, a system like the ESKOM CCS must also be used
to provide startup and shutdown cooling. Unlike the ESKOM system, this could be done by
using the primary side circulators to flow Helium through the RV and including a water cooled
heat exchanger into the primary side. While the detailed design of the MIT PBR circulators is
left to future work, small water cooled heat exchangers could be incorporated into the circulators,
or the design of the MIT RV cooling system modified to ensure it has the flow and heat rejection
capability to deal with decay heat during shutdown.
While in both the ESKOM and reference MIT PBR designs do not insulate the reactor vessel as
insulation could potentially hamper the ability of the RV to reject decay heat during an accident,
it may be possible to develop a design that could provide the necessary accident case heat
rejection, while limiting the heat loss and vessel cooling required during normal operation. Such
a design is proposed in chapter 6 under potential design changes.
4.2.3. Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX)
The IHX is used in the MIT PBR reference plant to transport heat from the primary side Helium
flow to the radiologically cold secondary Helium flow. The IHX design is extremely important
to the overall system performance and a defining characteristic of the MIT PBR design.
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4.2.3.1. General Design
The reference design of the IHX is based on two different heat exchanger designs-a printed
circuit (PCHX) design and a plate-fin (PFHX) design. Both designs have been investigated in
past MIT PBR work and a final down-select was not made.
Details of the two designs and preliminary analysis of the design considerations is given in
section 3.5 of Dr. Wang's dissertation7 7. The HEATRIC printed circuit (PCHX) design (Figure
4.9) uses a series of plates, chemically etched with flow paths and diffusion bonded together.
The plate-fin heat exchanger (PFHX) design (Figure 4.9) uses fins brazed to plates in a bellows-
like configuration. Each design has its own advantages and disadvantages.
The printed circuit design is very mature and has been used in many applications at the power
densities, pressures, and nearly the temperatures (800°C vs. 900C) 7 8 required by its use as an
IHX for this system. However, there may be issues with diffusion bonding the IHX if Incoloy
800HT is required. The PFHX design is far lighter than the printed circuit design, but is a less
mature design for use at the pressures and temperatures required. Additional issues with the
PFHX design include the potential code compliance issues of the brazed joints, as these joints
form part of the ASME Sec. III (Class I) boundary. The key issues of concern to this analysis
are the weight of the IHX modules and the cost of each approach. While the PCHX design
requires less development than the PFHX design, but is more expensive to fabricate in quantity.
Fabrication cost is dependent on both material quantity and fabrication method. The PFHX
design requires less material than the PCHX design, and the fabrication of the individual
plate/fin elements of the PFHX design and brazing them together may require less time,
equipment capability and cost than the chemical etching and high temperature diffusion bonding
of the PCHX design. Given these potential risks, and the importance of size and mass
constraints to the modularity approach, the PFHX design is the preliminary IHX choice for the
MIT PBR system.
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Figure 4.9 Printed-Circuit Heat Exchanger Schematic Diagram7 9
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4.2.3.2. IHX Design and Specification
The PFHX design for the MIT PBR IHX consists of 18 heat exchanger
groups of 3 and installed into 6 modular pressure vessels. The reference
the PFHX IHX are listed in the 95% Effectiveness column below.
Table 4.2 PFHX IHX Reference Design Specifications 81
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The three modules are contained inside a thin internal vessel and supplied with Helium flow
from the piping penetrations in the outer vessel by a series of pipes and manifolds (Figure 4.1 1-
The primary side piping is shown on the left, the secondary side piping, on the left). This
assembly is constructed of Incoloy 800HT (the same material as the core structures) 82, and
contained inside an outer vessel composed of the standard pressure vessel material of they
system (A-508/533).
The outer vessel is 6m long and 2.3m in diameter, and supported externally by three support legs
during operation. The vessel itself is a cylindrical tube, capped by two flanged, flattened
ellipsoidal caps as shown in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.11 Internal Diagram of IHX Module8 3
Figure 4.12 External Diagram of IHX Module84
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The wall thickness of the vessel required to contain the internal pressure while limiting material
stress to 26.7ksi (the allowable stress limit at the operational temperature-288°C) is 6cm. The
ends of the cylindrical section are thickened to 12cm over a length of 25cm to accommodate the
end stresses induced by the internal pressure acting on the end caps. The caps themselves are
75% height half-ellipsoidal sections, with a thickness of 6cm. Based on these dimensions, the
mass of the outer vessel is -2.05xl 04 kg (not including vessel supports and internal piping, which
should be small in comparison)
The heat exchanger modules are constructed out of Incoloy 800HT, as are the high temperature
pipes and internal structures supporting the three modules inside the IHX vessel 8 . The internal
piping and heat exchanger plates form the Section III (Class I) boundary, along with the outer
pressure vessel of the IHX module. In order to maintain the pressure vessel temperature below
the 288°C maximum, the vessel has the same lined, internal insulation as the rest of the high
temperature piping in the system.
4.2.4. Circulators
The MIT PBR reference plant, being an indirect cycle requires an externally powered circulator
to move Helium through the primary side of the system. The circulator provides a pressure rise
of 0.12MPa (pressure ratio of 1.015). Assuming a 98% motor efficiency, the circulator requires
3.57MWe to operate86. Due to the complexities of the circulator design and its associated piping,
detailed design of the circulator system has not been performed and is reserved for future work
on the MIT PBR system.
4.2.5. Inventory / flow control / ancillary systems
The Helium inventory of the PBR system must be maintained during operation and shutdown.
During operation, the inventory is controlled to vary the overall system pressure to provide for
deep throttling (-50% of normal power output) 87. Part throttle control of the system is
performed with bypass valves88. Inventory control is also required to depressurize the system
during shutdown, and as the MIT system is an indirect cycle, rapid depressurization of either side
of the system to prevent damage to the IHX due to the large pressure differential or primary side
leakage into the secondary side through any pinhole leaks in the heat exchanger.
The ESKOM system uses a series of compressors and tanks to provide inventory control. Eight
120m3 tanks provide the storage element of the system, with each tank operating at a different
pressure (3.5MPa - 6.5MPa). The tanks hold a total of 9x103 kg (of which 3.7x103 kg is the full
inventory of the power system, and 5.3x103 kg of residual Helium in the tanks. The tanks are
filled by diverting flow from the high-pressure side of the power system, and can transfer
roughly 10% of the power system inventory per minute (-5.5kg/s). A positive displacement
compressor is used to reduce the inventory further, pumping 20L/s from the power system into
the inventory storage tanks. The compressor can reduce the inventory from 40-20% in -Ihr. (an
average of 0.33%/min). Further reducing the system pressure to -1.5% (atmospheric pressure)
requires an additional 9 hours (-0.033% / min) 89.
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The tanks used in the ESKOM system dominate the size of the plant (assuming a 3:1 diameter
ratio, each tank is 3.7m in diameter and 1 lm long. The installation of these inventory control
tanks are shown highlighted in Figure 4.13 below.
INVENTORY CONTROL
REACTOR
VESSEL
Figure 4.13 ESKOM Inventory Control Tanks90
Given a maximum stress of 26.7ksi in the tank walls, the 6.5MPa tank would have walls -5cm
thick and a tank mass of nearly 5.9x104 kg (assuming 7.85x103 kg/m3 wall density). If the tanks
were sized to fit within the standard 1 Om long MIT PBR module, each tank would have an inner
diameter of 2m, an internal volume of -30m3, and a tank weight of 1.7x10 4 kg. Thus 32 of
these modules would be required for the volume used in the ESKOM system. Since the
inventory of the MIT PBR system is greater, even more tank volume would be required if a
similar inventory control strategy were applied.
The past work on the MIT PBR plant did not address the inventory control system and thus as
part of the modularity and plant design, this analysis included a preliminary design and
specification of the system required. For the MIT PBR system, the inventory control system
must be able to slowly depressurize the system for shutdown, re-pressurize it during startup, and
vary the inventory for load following. Additionally, there must be a way to rapidly depressurize
either side to prevent damage to the system in the event of an accident. The inventory control
must also be as compact as possible to reduce its impact on the volume of the plant, and the cost
associated with its transportation and installation. The detailed design of the inventory control
system is included in Chapter 5.
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4.2.5.1. Purification / Contamination Control
In order to maintain the purity of the Helium coolant, the ESKOM plant incorporates a system to
remove particulates and gas impurities. The system is designed to remove the predicted
impurities-H 20, 02 and N2 from atmosphere ingress, CO and CO2 from oxygen interaction with
graphite, and Tritium from radiological decay. The ESKOM system bleeds Helium flow after
the high pressure compressor and passes it in turn through a dust filter, a heater (raising the
temperature to 250C), a CuO catalytic converter, a cooler to lower the temperature to -40 0 C, a
molecular sieve, and finally a cryogenic loop and adsorber operating at-180 0 C 91. The system
is capable of processing 50kg/hr (-1.5% of the total inventory) and has an inlet temperature of
105°C 9 2 .
For the MIT PBR plant, purification of both the primary and secondary Helium flow is also
required. Given the flanged attachments, the possibility of atmospheric contamination of the
Helium is greater, however, because of the IHX separating the two flows, there is little
particulate contamination in the secondary flow. Past reference plant analyses did not address
this element of the plant, and while a detailed design of this system is not required for the
modulation approach, the scavenged flange attachment method described later makes
incorporation of such a system simple, as such, a preliminary design was performed and detailed
in Chapter 5.
4.2.5.2. Helium Inventory Makeup
As Helium has an extremely high diffusivity, leakage must be expected. In the ESKOM system,
Helium leakage is estimated at -3.7kg/day (-0.1% of the active inventory). This is made up
using high pressure Helium from small, commercially sized and supplied gas cylinders9 3. Using
125scf (3.5m3) 2215psi (15.2MPa) cylinders, this level of makeup would require a reasonable, 6
cylinders per day.
The MIT PBR would most likely require a higher level of Helium makeup due to the longer
piping, many flanged connections, and large heat exchanger vessels. While the proposed
scavenged flange design would in theory reduce the quantity of Helium lost, a conservative
assumption would be that the MIT system would have a substantially higher loss rate than the
ESKOM plant.
4.3. Secondary Side
The secondary side of the MIT PBR system comprises the balance of the heat exchangers and
rotating machinery necessary for power conversion including the turbo-compressors, power
turbine and generator, recuperator, precooler and intercoolers.
4.3.1. High & Medium Pressure Turbines
The MIT PBR utilizes two identical high-speed turbines to power the compressors of the
secondary side. The specifications guiding the design of these components has been detailed in
past MIT PBR work and takes into account the advantages of using Helium as a working fluid.
As stated previously, using Helium enables turbo-machinery to operate at extremely high speeds,
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but the high specific heat and low atomic weight of Helium requires more stages to be used for a
given pressure ratio than turbo-machinery used for other gases.
4.3.1.1. General Turbine Design Considerations
The Helium turbo-machinery is designed for operation with little or no internal cooling of the
turbine elements. Given the low operational temperatures (maximum turbine inlet temperature
of 8800C94 ) of the MIT PBR relative to petroleum fired open cycle turbines, modern single
crystal super alloys can be used to fabricate uncooled turbine blades. Past analysis does present
the potential need for Helium cooling of the blade roots and turbine disks. If required, diverting
1-2% of the total mass flow for cooling of the turbines would reduce overall cycle efficiency by
-0.21%95.
The turbines are enclosed in a multi-layer vessel with a similar lined insulation design to the IHX
vessels and high temperature piping. In the case of the turbo-machinery, the insulation liner is
substantially thicker as it must be structurally stable when exposed to vortices generated by the
whirling turbine blades, and also support the stator blade assemblies. The liner is not subjected
to substantial pressure loads, reducing the need to fabricate a thick pressure vessel out of high
temperature alloys used for the turbine components. The Helium flow into and out of the turbine
is contained by this liner, and inlet / exhaust volutes. A volute is a nautilus-shell shaped
structure that efficiently changes the speed and direction of the Helium flow. These structures
are required to change the Helium flow path from the tangential, circular cross section pipe inlet
/ exhaust to the axial, annular flow path inside the turbine. The volute also accelerates /
decelerates the Helium flow. The volutes are lined, insulated structures like the piping and
turbine casing. With this design, all the major pressure loads are borne by the thick, cooler,
exterior vessel.
4.3.1.2. Turbine Design & Specifications
The high-pressure (HPT) and medium-pressure (MPT) reference plant turbines are 5900rpm, 4-
stage axial devices. They are compact (1.168m blade diameter, 1.032m hub diameter) high
axial flow velocity (162m/s at HPT inlet to 210m/s at MPT outlet), devices. Other than the
general turbine spool design, past reference designs did not address the turbine vessel, spool
design, or piping and support designs. As part of this project, these designs were addressed, and
described in Section 5.3.1.
One issue that is present in the MIT PBR that is not present in the ESKOM design is the need for
extremely low-loss Helium seals. In the ESKOM system, the turbo-machinery is encased in the
large power conversion system vessel, containing the cold return flow to the reactor, as such,
Helium loss from shaft seals only reduces the system efficiency (and given the low leakage from
even simple shaft seals, the efficiency loss is negligible), while in the MIT PBR system where
the turbines and compressors are contained in mechanically separate vessels, shaft seal loss
would result in major Helium loss to atmosphere. While it may be possible to use a single vessel
for the each turbine-compressor combination (as these components would be replaced as a single
module in the case of failure), eliminating the shaft seal loss, the power turbine (which drives the
generator) would still have shaft seals that lead to the atmosphere. Using a scavenged, low
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pressure region seal like that proposed for the flanges in the MIT PBR would be one possible
solution.
4.3.2. Power Turbine
The MIT PBR system uses a large multistage turbine to mechanically drive the large generator to
produce output power. The power turbine is a synchronous (3600rpm) speed, axial flow
machine. The spool and blade diameter are larger than the HPT and MPT components, and the
number of stages is far larger (given the much greater enthalpy change through the power
turbine). The reference 23-stage design uses a 2.9m blade tip diameter, with a 2.5m diameter
hub97. The system is contained in the same type of multi-layer casing as used for the HPT and
MPT. The power turbine generates 136.9MW of shaft power98 which is transferred to the
generator by a large shaft. As with the HPT and MPT, details of the volutes, casing, and
structural supports have not been addressed previously and were defined as part of this study
(Section 5.3.2).
4.3.3. Recuperator
Past MIT PBR studies have performed a significant amount of analysis on the design of the
recuperator. The recuperator significantly increases the system efficiency by transferring heat
from the PT exhaust to the HPC exhaust. Based on past analysis, the decision to use the PFHX
design for the recuperator appears to be in line with the modularity and design goals of the MIT
PBR system. The recuperator core in the reference design is described in Table 4.3 below, and is
made from 347 steel99 .
Table 4.3 Reference Plant Recuperator Design Specifications" ° °
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4.3.4. Precooler
The Helium flow exiting from the recuperator is passed through a precooler. The precooler is a
Helium / water heat exchanger, rejecting heat to the water loop of the heat rejecting system. The
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reference plant design of the MIT PBR precooler is based on past studies that have been
performed. The most detailed PBR precooler design to date is the ESKOM system, detailed
below, that was the initial reference design point for this study.
The ESKOM precooler provides one design point for the design of the MIT PBR system. It is a
shell and tube heat exchanger with 3 annular sets of U-tubes. The three bundles are, as follows,
a two pass, 6 column, 203 row, triangular pitch outer bundle, a 2 pass, 5 column, 142 row,
triangular pitch middle bundle, and an inner 2 pass, 5 column, 83 row bundle. The tubes are
finned and have supporting radial tube sheets. The water flows through the inner and middle
bundles in parallel, and then through the outer bundle 0 '. The system limits water pressure to
2.5MPa to limit spillage in the event of a break, and the flow rate is -620kg/sl°2 .
As the precooler requirements of the MIT PBR are different from the ESKOM system, due to
temperature, pressure, heat load, and size constraints, the design must be modified for these
requirements. Due to the relatively fragile nature of shell and tube heat exchangers, and their
high labor cost in assembly, fault detection, and repair, the precooler design for the MIT PBR is
a compact heat exchanger design, with the performance requirements given by Dr. Wang in his
reference plant design. The Helium pressure drop is limited to 0.8%, and the Helium is cooled
from 96.1°C to 30OC1°3 . Since heat exchanger effectiveness is not a significant impact on overall
system efficiency, but rather the lowest possible Helium outlet temperature is, only the water
inlet temperature, assumed to be 27C 104 is important to the cycle-level optimization and analysis
performed in the past (as it defines the lowest temperature of the Helium in the system, and
dramatically affects system efficiency). Based on these specifications, a preliminary design,
described in Section 5.3.5 suitable for modularity was created.
4.3.5. Compressors
The MIT PBR reference plant design uses four compressors, arranged on two shafts to provide
the pressure rise required on the cold side of the closed Brayton cycle. The reference design for
the compressors is a 9-stage, 8000rpm combine axial-centrifugal flow compressor'0 5 . The first 8
stages are axial flow, with a final centrifugal flow stage before the exhaust, as shown in Figure
4.14. As with the turbo-machinery, the design details of the compressor, other than those
presented above, were not included in the reference design, including the design of the
compressor vessel, and an estimate of the component masses. An analysis of the specifications
relevant to the modularity approach of the MIT PBR were performed as part of this thesis
research, and are presented in Section 5.3.1. This analysis included a preliminary design of the
compressor vessel, inlet and exhaust volutes, rough spool design, and an estimate of the
mechanical supports required to accommodate the dead weight and thermal expansion loads on
the compressor.
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Figure 4.14 Axi-Centrifugal Compressor Cross-Section 06
4.3.6. Intercoolers
The MIT PBR system uses three identical intercoolers to chill the Helium after it passes through
the first three compressors. The MIT PBR intercoolers, like the precooler, is a compact Helium-
to-water heat exchanger. The reference plant requires each of the three intercoolers to cool the
Helium flow from 69.7°C to 300 C using 27C inlet temperature water'0 7. The percentage
pressure loss through each intercooler, following the path of the Helium, is 0.8%, 0.5%, and
0.3% respectively
As with the precooler, while the ESKOM system uses a shell and tube heat exchanger 09 (as its
annular design enables easy integration with the vertical, cylindrical arrangement of the
components in the MPBR), a compact heat exchanger based on the PCHX design is proposed for
the MPBR, and described in Section 5.3.6. The PCHX is an extremely robust structure that
should present little repair or maintenance problems for the MIT PBR. The intercooler design
proposed is presented in Chapter 5.
While not included in the reference plant design, but described as a potential future analysis task
in Chapter 6, a design with fewer intercoolers could, while less thermodynamically efficient,
prove to be more economical due to reduced capital cost.
4.4. Reference Design of Piping, Seals and Flanges
The piping network connecting all the various components is of utmost importance to the
operational capabilities of the plant, and the key to this analysis. Past reference systems did not
approach the piping in a method suitable for use in the small module construction proposed for
the MIT pebble bed system. These systems, along with nearly all past nuclear systems use built
in place piping systems connected with welded joints. While seal welded joints provide the best
possible structural attachment, and the least probability of leakage, they require far more time to
install, and make removal of damaged modules labor intensive and time consuming. The MIT
pebble bed system will use a flanged attachment method to enable rapid construction and easy
replacement of damaged modules.
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The ESKOM system uses insulated piping installed inside an outer vessel. This enables the use
of bellows and hinges to accommodate thermal expansion of the high temperature piping without
compromising the nuclear boundaryll° . These joints cannot be part of the ASME Section III
(Class 1) boundary, thus preventing their use in a system installed in the United States. The
piping insulation used for the ESKOM system is composed of a layer of fibrous insulation 50-
200mm thick inside the pressure pipe, lined with a perforated (to ensure pressure balance) metal
tube. Helium flow velocities in the ESKOM system range from 40-200m/s and the piping is
designed using standard pipe sections and a factor of safety of 1.51 1. This type of lined pie will
also be used for the MIT PBR system, with several minor differences, described in detail in
Section 5.1.1.
Figure 4.15 ESKOM Lined Pipe Design112
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5. Results: Detailed System Design
Based on the design requirements and modularity approach, a detailed system design is the major
product of this thesis. The system takes the information described in Chapter 4 and expands it to
address the modularity approach described earlier. The system design is broken down into
several separate areas-general elements of the design, primary side design, secondary side
design, and ancillary system design (inventory control, heat rejection, etc). These sections are
followed by the most important sections describing the actual layout and analysis of the plant
piping. Based on this analysis, the next section describes the module by module design and
layout. Completing the system design are sections detailing the construction of the containment
building and its required site preparation and construction. The final section details potential
changes to the design assumptions, specifically, the reference plant design, that could potentially
improve system performance and cost.
The general design elements section describes system elements that are common across the
entire system. These elements include the general design of the system piping and its innovative
pressure backed insulation concept, the flanges used to join the various modules and the
scavenged seal design that permits their use, and a general design overview of the space-frame
design and the associated alignment and support structures.
The detail of the primary side system design covers the design elements not addressed in the
reference plant design-those relating to modularity and assembly. This section also describes
the specific design of components not previously addressed in detail, including designs for the
circulators, RV and vessel cooling systems, contamination control systems, and a detailed
analysis of the primary side inventory control systems.
The section covering the secondary side of the plant is similar to previous section, detailing
design elements not previously covered. In addition, this section details the tertiary cooling and
heat rejection systems. While these systems have received little attention in prior work, their
effects on the overall design is significant and thus their design must be addressed in detail.
The most important sections detail the layout and design implementation of the plant-how the
reference cycle is implemented and the associated analysis performed. First, the piping and
layout analysis is detailed. The various analysis tools and assumptions are detailed along with
the pipe and component specifications used in this analysis. The analysis method is then
described in detail, including the layout iteration method.
Second, the overall implementation strategy is addressed. This includes details of the space-
frame and module design and how the design constraints dictate where the system is split into the
various modules. From this generalized layout / module split data, details of the space-frame
design are addressed-the general beam and pillar sizes, space-frame structural attachment, and
the various mounting hardware used to support, position, and restrain the various components
within the space-frames during transport and operation.
The final sections of Chapter 5 detail potential changes to the design assumptions, including the
reference plant design, that could result in potential improvements to cost and performance.
These changes include modification of the cycle, such as cycle simplification through reducing
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the number of intercoolers, changes to the various component specifications, and finally, any
additional minor changes.
5.1. General Elements
This section describes system elements that are common across the entire system. These
elements include the general design of the system piping and its innovative pressure backed
insulation concept, the flanges used to join the various modules and the scavenged seal design
that permits their use, and a general design overview of the space-frame design and the
associated alignment and support structures.
5.1.1. Piping
The component most ubiquitous in this design is the various sized piping that connects the cycle
components. While simplified in most cycle based analysis to merely lines connecting various
components and "black-box" parameters, when expanding a reference cycle design to an
implementation design following the modularity approaches detailed earlier, piping is quite
possibly the most important component.
5.1.1.1. General piping design
Two important general piping design choices were made in order to make the modularity
approach proposed possible-high Helium flow velocity (-400m/s) for both the primary and
secondary Helium loops and the use of pressure-backed insulation lined piping. The Helium
flow velocity chosen is much higher than the velocity specified in both the ESKOM and past
MIT PBR designs (40-200m/s depending on pipe and component)ll3 . This increase in system
flow velocity results in much smaller diameter plant piping that can be readily packaged into the
proposed MIT PBR space-frame modules.
The maximum reasonable pipe flow velocity is dependent on both the thermodynamic properties
of the fluid, and consideration of the design of the pipe system. Conventionally, the maximum
reasonable fluid velocity for a gas is Mach 0.2 - 0.4. As the sonic velocity of Helium is
dependent only on its temperature, the lowest temperature Helium in the system (the precooler
exhaust @ 30°C) defines the Mach-limited maximum flow velocity-200-400m/s (sonic speed
for Helium @ 300 C is 1024m/s).
In the reference system, the Helium flow velocity in the pipes was limited to <120m/s in order to
prevent erosion of the pipes and/or liners by graphite dust entrained in the Helium flow (the
graphite dust is generated by the reactor fuel pebbles rubbing against the core structures and each
other) 14 . This erosion is less a cause for concern since the MIT PBR operated using an indirect
cycle. Thus, only the primary side components are exposed to any graphite debris. This
entrained debris, generated in the reactor vessel, would encounter the IHX modules first after
leaving the reactor. Since the flow velocity in the inlet plenums of the IHX, and the IHX cores
themselves, is significantly lower than the piping velocity, the vast majority of the debris would
fall out of suspension (most likely in the inlet plenum where the Helium simultaneously slows
down dramatically and turns 90° to enter the IHX core) before leaving the IHX. Thus the
primary side circulators (the only rotating machinery exposed to the primary flow) would not be
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subjected to bombardment by entrained debris. Erosion of the fuel and reflector structures in the
reactor vessel should also not be an issue as the flow velocity in the reactor is nearly two orders
of magnitude smaller than the 400m/s pipe flow velocity.
The high Helium flow velocity also has an impact on system efficiency. Since the higher
velocity flow will be inherently more turbulent, especially when disturbed by piping bends and
cross section changes, piping pressure losses could be significantly higher. However, since, as
assumed in the reference plant design, piping pressure loss is negligible compared to the total
pressure loss of the various power conversion components'1 5 (heat exchangers, turbo-machinery
volutes, etc), an increase in piping pressure loss should not significantly affect system efficiency.
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Figure 5.1 Reference Plant Cycle Efficiency Sensitivities16
Additional efficiency affects are due to the need to accelerate / decelerate the Helium flow to
match the required flow velocities in various components. Efficiency effects would be due to
losses proportional to the dynamic pressure difference between the Helium flow at the beginning
and end of each diffuser/nozzle section-the high piping velocity would require a greater degree
of acceleration and deceleration of the Helium flow. However, the additional losses even at high
velocities, while necessary to include in system analyses, are much smaller than the pressure
losses in the heat exchangers and anisentropic losses in the turbo-machinery.
Considering a Helium density (p) of -10kg/m 3 (8MPa, 90°C), and a velocity (v) of 400m/s, po,
the stagnation pressure (Pa), of the flow is given by the following equation.
1 2
Po =+ Pv+2
Using this equation, the dynamic pressure at the highest density & velocity point (HPC exhaust)
the system is 0.8MPa (roughly 10% the static pressure at that point). Thus a nozzle or diffuser
efficiency of 90% would only result in a pressure loss of -1% the total pressure. Considering the
vast majority of the flow transitions in the MIT PBR system occur at far lower dynamic
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pressures (the turbine inlet dynamic pressure is -0.2 MPa), the pressure loss effects on the
overall efficiency should be minimal.
This type of design choice is in keeping with the modularity approach proposed-while the plant
efficiency may decrease slightly, the higher velocity is required to make the plant piping small
enough to be contained in the standard size modules. Additionally, the smaller diameter piping
is more flexible and thus better able to accommodate thermal expansion of the system.
Pressure Backed Insulation
To maintain the piping below the 288°C maximum temperature a pressure backed insulated liner
is used. The inner liner is a non-pressure bearing boundary of high temperature alloy (Inconel,
etc). This liner is covered with a non-frangible silica fiber insulation composite. To
accommodate thermal expansion, the liner is composed of slip-fitted segments, each of which
has a narrow end and a wide end. The segments nest end to end and the slip-fit joints enable the
segments to slide as they expand lengthwise. These slip-joints also permit a small quantity of
Helium to flow out of the liner, equalizing the pressure between the insulation region and the
Helium flow). In the reference ESKOM design, a perforated liner serves this purpose, however,
these perforations could cause turbulence and flutter problems when exposed to the higher
velocity in the MIT PBR piping To accommodate radial expansion, the insulation composite is
also segmented circumferentially. At a joint between pipes, the liner of one side extends and is
inserted into the slip joint of the liner on the other side of the joint.
Approximately 3-12mm of COTS silica fiber insulation is required to reduce the inside
temperature of the pressure bearing pipe to <2880 C based on natural convection cooling of a
smooth exterior pipe. If necessary fins can be added to the exterior of the piping to further
reduce the temperatures with insignificant impact on overall efficiency (the heat flow through the
insulation to maintain pipe temperatures of <288°C is on the order of 500-1000 W per meter of
pipe). This insulation system reduces cooling parasitic losses to <<500kW (-lkW/m of pipe).
Since the entire exterior shell of the plant piping and vessels can be maintained at a much lower
temperature, minimizing thermal expansion design issues. Additionally, since the exterior piping
is maintained at a constant 288°C throughout the hot-side of the system, differential expansion is
minimized (since the internal flow ranges from >900°C to -489°C).
Figure 5.2 illustrates the insulation design proposed. The brown and light grey components are
the internal liners (this picture is of a joint between two pipes). The green and dark grey
components are the insulation tiles themselves, and the blue component is the outer pressure-
bearing pipe (thicknesses are not to scale and are shown enlarged to illustrate the design). Figure
5.3 is an enlarged image of the slip-joint itself. The joint is a multiple tongue and groove joint,
where the inner liner of one side (brown) fits within the liner of the other side (grey), while the
insulation tiles of the grey side (green insulation) fit within the insulation tiles of the brown side
(dark grey). This type of joint minimizes the leakage flow from the interior of the liner.
Assembly of this type of structure is surprisingly easy, as the insulation can be held to the
interior liner by simple tension bands. The banded insulation / liner can be slipped inside the
exterior pipe during assembly (if necessary, the insulation / liner structure can be cooled and the
exterior pipe heated to facilitate this insertion). Under operation, since the liner and insulation
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are far hotter than the exterior pipe, thermal expansion forces the interior structures against the
exterior pipe, mechanically stabilizing the system.
Figure 5.2 Pressure Backed Insulation Diagram
Figure 5.3 Enlarged View of Pipe Insulation and Liner
5.1.1.2. Pipe design (sizing / materials)
To determine the proper size piping to use in the analysis of the modularity and thermal stress
issues, the necessary flow diameter, insulation thickness, and pipe thickness must be determined.
The first step in this analysis is to determine the diameter of the inner flow region of the pipe.
Using the Helium pressure and temperature at each point in the system, the bulk density is
accurately approximated by the ideal gas law. As such, the formula for Helium pipe ID (m)
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given mass flow (kg/s), pressure (MPa), temperature (K), and bulk velocity (400m/s) is given
below, and calculated in Table 5.1.
ID2 8.23xl 03 hTHe
TPHe bulk
Table 5.1 Helium Pipe Internal Diameter
MIT PBR Component
RV-IHX
IHX manifold after first two branches
IHX manifold after second two branches
IHX module primary inlet pipe*
IHX module primary exhaust pipe*
IHX primary cold manifold after 4 branches
IHX primary cold manifold after 2 branches
IHX to RV primary return*
IHX secondary hot pipe*
HPT to LPT
LPT to PT
Low pressure, hot, recuperator manifold
Low pressure rec. manifold after 2 branches
Low pressure rec. manifold after 4 branches
Low pressure rec. module hot inlet pipe
High pressure, hot, recuperator manifold
High pressure rec. manifold after 2 branches
High pressure rec. manifold after 4 branches
High pressure rec. module hot inlet pipe
Low pressure, cold, recuperator manifold
Low pressure rec. manifold after 2 branches
Low pressure rec. manifold after 4 branches
Low pressure rec. module hot inlet pipe
High pressure, cold, recuperator manifold
High pressure rec. manifold after 2 branches
High pressure rec. manifold after 4 branches
High pressure rec. module hot inlet pipe
Precooler to LPC
The (K)
1173
1173
1173
1173
783
783
783
783
1153
1073
993
784
784
784
784
762
762
762
762
369
369
369
369
343
343
343
343
311
Phe
(MPa)
7.73
7.73
7.73
7.73
7.59
7.59
7.59
7.59
7.83
6.44
5.21
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
7.99
7.99
7.99
7.99
2.73
2.73
2.73
2.73
8
8
8
8
2.71
Density
(kg/m 3 )
3.15
3.15
3.15
3.15
4.62
4.62
4.62
4.62
3.24
2.87
2.51
1.68
1.68
1.68
1.68
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
3.54
3.54
3.54
3.54
10.91
10.91
10.91
10.91
4.16
Pipe Mass
Flow (kg/s)
126.70
83.62
41.81
20.91
20.91
41.81
83.62
126.70
126.70
126.70
126.70
126.70
83.62
41.81
20.91
126.70
83.62
41.81
20.91
126.70
83.62
41.81
20.91
126.70
83.62
41.81
20.91
126.70
ID (m)
0.36
0.29
0.21
0.15
0.12
0.17
0.24
0.30
0.35
0.37
0.40
0.49
0.40
0.28
0.20
0.28
0.23
0.16
0.12
0.34
0.27
0.19
0.14
0.19
0.16
0.11
0.08
0.31
* These pipes lead into the IHX vessels
The thickness of the pressure bearing outer pipe is partially a function of its inner diameter,
which, for these lined pipes is dependent on the internal insulation thickness. Thus, the next step
in the analysis is to determine the insulation thickness required to maintain the pipe wall at
288°C or lower. To do this, the heat transfer from the Helium to the outside atmosphere must be
broken down and a computational model created.
The heat transfer is broken down into 5 sections, force convection heat transfer from the Helium
flow to the inner wall of the pipe liner, conduction through the thin liner (2mm), conduction
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through the insulation layer, conduction through the outer pressure pipe, and natural convection
from the outer pipe surface to the atmosphere.
The forced convection heat transfer from the Helium to the inner wall is calculated assuming the
internal flow is fully developed. The porous insulation layer is modeled purely conductively
(which appears reasonable given the small porosity and torturous flow paths impediments to
convective flow). The liner and the outer pipe is also modeled as a purely conductive heat flow.
The exterior natural convective flow was modeled for two cases, a vertical pipe and a horizontal
pipe.
l
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Figure 5.4 Heat Transfer Analysis Schematic Diagram (liner variables not shown for clarity)
As the temperature at the various radial points, and the heat flow through each region are
mutually dependent, the solution method used was to solve the equations working backwards
from the outer layer, and use MATLAB to solve the problem iteratively. The known parameters
are the temperature of the inside of the pressure pipe (288°C), the Helium flow and atmospheric
properties, and the conductivity of the inner and outer pipe materials [insulation and pipe thermal
conductivity]. The outer pipe thickness is determined by the required inner diameter, and the
maximum allowable hoop stress of the material 182 MPa (26.7ksi) l 17, and the formula below.
PrHri
pipe 0
allowable
Using the MATLAB inputs in Appendix A and this MATLAB code, the results generated are
summarized in the table below Note that in this table the vessels that were not included in Table
5.1 are included (marked with ***, using estimated diameters that may not be equal to those
defined for the final design) in this table so the insulation and pipe thicknesses can be shown.
The last column is the pipe outer diameter in inches, as commercial pipe is specified, in inches,
by nominal (OD) diameter. When used as inputs to the pipe stress analysis code, the pipe OD
was rounded.
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Table 5.2 Pipe Specifications
MIT PBR Component
RV-IHX
IHX manifold after first two branches
IHX manifold after second two branches
IHX module primary inlet pipe*
IHX vessel * *
IHX module primary exhaust pipe*
IHX primary cold manifold after 4 branches*
IHX primary cold manifold after 2 branches*
IHX to RV primary return*
IHX secondary hot pipe*
HPT vessel***
HPT to LPT
LPT vessel***
LPT to PT
PT vessel***
Low pressure, hot, recuperator manifold
Low pressure rec. manifold after 2 branches
Low pressure rec. manifold after 4 branches
Low pressure rec. module hot inlet pipe
High pressure, hot, recuperator manifold
High pressure rec. manifold after 2 branches
High pressure rec. manifold after 4 branches
High pressure rec. module hot inlet pipe
Low pressure, cold, recuperator manifold
Low pressure rec. manifold after 2 branches
Low pressure rec. manifold after 4 branches
Low pressure rec. module hot inlet pipe
High pressure, cold, recuperator manifold
High pressure rec. manifold after 2 branches
High pressure rec. manifold after 4 branches
High pressure rec. module hot inlet pipe
Recuperator Vessel***
Precooler to LPC
Compressor I ** *
Compressor 2***
Compressor 3 **
Compressor 4**
The
(00C)
900
900
900
900
510
510
510
510
510
880
880
800
800
720
720
511
511
511
511
489
489
489
489
96
96
96
96
70
70
70
70
96
38
70
70
70
70
Liner
T (C)
899
899
899
899
510
509
509
509
510
879
879
799
799
719
719
510
510
510
510
489
489
489
488
96
96
96
96
70
70
70
70
96
38
70
70
70
70
Liner
To(°C)
899
899
899
899
509
509
509
509
509
879
878
799
798
719
718
509
509
509
509
488
488
488
488
96
96
96
96
70
70
70
70
96
38
70
70
70
70
Pipe
Ti (C)
291
291
290
289
302
289
290
290
291
291
296
291
294
290
293
289
289
289
289
291
290
290
289
96
96
96
96
70
70
70
70
96
38
70
70
70
70
Pipe
TO(OC)
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
96
96
96
96
70
70
70
70
96
38
70
70
70
70
Liner
ID (in)
14.1
11.4
8.1
5.7
59.1
4.7
6.7
9.5
11.6
13.9
31.5
14.8
31.5
15.8
31.5
19.3
15.7
11.1
7.8
11.2
9.1
6.4
4.5
13.3
10.8
7.6
5.4
7.6
6.1
4.3
3.1
59.1
12.3
31.5
31.5
31.5
31.5
Insulation
Thickness
(cm)
0.9177
0.9088
0.8900
0.8653
0.3258
0.2937
0.3063
0.3160
0.3205
0.8855
0.9052
0.7733
0.7899
0.6583
0.6713
0.3453
0.3420
0.3347
0.3251
0.2876
0.2834
0.2744
0.2627
**
**
**
**
**
* These pipes lead into the IHX vessels
** These pipes do not require insulation as their operating temperature is below the 288C maximum
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Pipe
Thickness
(cm)
1.156
0.951
0.690
0.505
4.584
0.387
0.536
0.746
0.913
1.153
2.549
0.998
2.086
0.855
1.680
0.540
0.441
0.315
0.226
0.924
0.755
0.542
0.391
0.310
0.253
0.180
0.128
0.508
0.415
0.296
0.212
1,366
0.267
0.929
1.215
1.590
2.082
OD
(in)
15.9
13.1
9.5
7.0
63.1
5.4
7.5
10.4
12.8
15.6
34.4
16.3
33.9
17.1
33.5
20.1
16.4
11.7
8.4
12.3
10.1
7.2
5.2
13.7
11.1
7.9
5.7
8.1
6.6
4.7
3.4
60.3
12.6
32;4
32.6
32.9
33.3
5.1.2. Flange Design
One of the main design advancements of the MPBR system is the use of a scavenged seal flange
to join the Helium plumbing between modules. This system prevents Helium from leaking out
of the system without the use of seal-welds. By eliminating seal-welds and the time and cost
associated with their installation, not to mention the difficulty of rapidly removing and replacing
modules if they are welded together, the overall MPBR system can be constructed much more
rapidly and at lower cost.
5.1.2.1. Scavenged Flange
The flange design proposed is a conventional ASME B16.5 flange modified with two O-rings
flanking a hollow scavenged volume. The innermost o-ring provides the primary pressure seal
of the joint. The annular scavenge volume is maintained at a pressure lower than atmospheric by
external pumps. The outer o-ring then limits the amount of atmosphere that leaks into this
scavenge volume. This design positively prevents Helium from leaking into the atmosphere, as
any Helium that leaks past the internal o-ring is scavenged at a low enough pressure to ensure
any leakage past the outer o-ring is entirely composed of air leaking in, rather than Helium
leaking out into the containment building. The scavenge volumes of all the flanges are pumped
by a redundant set of external pumps (with separate systems for the primary side flanges and
secondary side flanges). The scavenged flow is cryogenically separated to ensure only Helium is
returned to the system. This system also enables simple monitoring of potential leaks as an
inner o-ring failure would result in increased Helium flow into the cavity, while an outer o-ring
failure would result in increase air flow into the cavity.
The primary concern for this type of sealing system regards a massive failure of the inner seal. If
such a failure were to occur, the blow-down flow into the scavenged volume could overrun the
ability of the scavenging system to deal with the flow, pressurizing the seal volume and resulting
in a pressure spike on the outer seal. This pressure spike must be contained by the outer seal to
prevent a massive leak.
Potential methods to deal with this type of failure are two-fold. First, the outer seal must be
designed to handle a temporary pressure spike should the inner seal fail. A control system to
detect the pressure spike and trigger a system shutdown should also be installed. Second,
through careful design of the flange itself, inner seal failure and blow-down into the scavenge
volume can be minimized. Such a design would likely take the form of a labyrinth seal on the
flange to minimize leakage flow in a failure case. The scavenge flow piping must also be large
enough to deal with the flow-a potential system design to accommodate such a flow would be
to network all of the primary side scavenge volumes together with relatively (as compared to the
recycling / atmospheric separating parts of the scavenge system) large diameter piping and
include an accumulator volume in the scavenging system. Leak detection equipment installed on
the accumulator could easily detect a seal failure by sensing either a significant pressure rise on
the accumulator (which would be maintained during normal operation at a lower pressure than
the rest of the system) or sensing a significant amount of atmospheric contamination of the
volume (simple thermal conductivity measurement would easily detect atmospheric
contaminants given the significant conductivity difference between the Helium coolant and air).
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5.1.2.2. Flange design (sizing & materials)
The flange sizing on the system is governed by ASME code B16.51l 8. Based on this code, flange
sizing and pressure limits at various temperatures can be defined. The chosen steel alloy for the
system A508/533. As this alloy has the roughly the same strength across the temperature range
of concern as A335 P91 (9Cr- Mo-V)"9 , it is reasonable to assume that the flange specifications
for ASME material group 1.15.20
Group 1.15 materials, when applied to Class 900 flanges at an operating temperature of 375C
(-700F) are limited to a pressure of 1705psi. Actually, for Class 900 flanges, with the exception
of material group 2.3, all material groups have maximum pressures greater than the -1200psi
maximum system pressure (group 2.1 is limited to 1275 psi)' 21. These high-pressure class 900
flanges are only needed on a few specific sections of the system, while other sections can use the
smaller and lighter lower classes of ASME flanges. The weld-neck flange dimensions and
weights for each size and class used in this design are shown in the table and drawing below.
Table 5.3 Flange Dimensions1 22
ASME Pipe ID
Class
600
600
300
600
300
300
300
300
300
400
400
600
size
(in.)
16
7
6
18
20
9
14
12
10
10
8
4
(in.)
15.0
6.5
5.8
17.0
19.0
8.8
13.8
11.8
9.5
9.5
7.5
3.8
O Q R X BCD YY H Mass Mass
(in.)
27.0
16.5
12.5
29.3
30.5
17.5
23.0
20.5
17.5
17.5
15.0
10.8
(in.)
3.0
2.2
1.4
3.3
2.5
1.9
2.1
2.0
1.9
2.1
1.9
1.5
(in.)
18.5
10.6
8.5
21.0
23.0
12.8
16.3
15.0
12.8
12.8
10.6
6.2
(in.)
19.5
10.8
8.1
21.5
23.1
12.6
16.8
14.8
12.6
12.6
10.3
6.0
(in.)
23.8
13.8
10.6
25.8
27.0
15.3
20.3
17.8
15.3
15.3
13.0
8.5
(in.)
7.0
5.3
3.9
7.3
6.4
4.6
5.6
5.1
4.6
4.9
4.6
4.0
(in.)
16.0
8.6
6.6
18.0
20.0
10.8
14.0
12.8
10.8
10.8
8.6
4.5
(kg)
190
67
24
228
186
61
90
74
54
60
42
19
(Ibm.)
417
148
52
502
409
134
198
163
120
132
92
42
67
Flange
Size
(in.)
16
8
6
18
20
10
14
12
10
10
8
4
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Figure 5.5 Weld-Neck Flange Dimensions' 23
5.1.3. Space-frame design
The space-frame modules used are composed of standard structural steel and designed to be
easily transported. With the exception of the power turbine / generator module, all the modules
used have a cross section of 2.5 x 3 m, and a modular length of some multiple of either 2.5 or
3m. Using ASTM tubular square section beams (TS 8x8 with 0.5" web thickness)124 , the basic
frame work will mass -1500kg + -900kg for every 3m increment in length (730kg for every
2.5m increment). This is based on a 73kg/m unit mass for the TS 8x8 beam section, assuming
ASTM A36 structural steel12 5. Angle braces on the ends mass -570kg (both faces, single
diagonal), and the long dimension angle braces have a mass dependent on module length.
The choice of a square section, hollow (TS) beam of this size instead of a more conventional
channel or I-beam section is for several reasons. First, the small cross sectional area is required
to ensure adequate clearance for inter-module flange connections. The closed element beam also
more accessible mounting surfaces for alignment and positioning devices, without the need for
additional flanges to be welded to the beams. While structural calculations to determine the
stresses in the space-frame structures are beyond the scope of this thesis (since it would require a
more detailed layout of the various pipe hangers and component supports), if necessary, the web
thickness of struts can be increased to accommodate higher loads.
5.1.3.1. Construction / Alignment
The space-frames must incorporate features to enable the modules to be lifted from the
transporter, installed in the plant, aligned with other modules and physically attached to the
integrated space-frame structure.
The lifting / installation features of the space-frame are difficult to define in detail without
further extensive design. However, it is reasonable to assume that lifting lugs could be easily
installed at various locations on the top of the space-frame. With the exception of the IHX and
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recuperator modules, all the modules are transported in the same orientation they are installed in.
The IHX and recuperator modules are transported horizontally and lifted into a vertical position
before installation. As such, these modules must have lifting lugs on two separate faces.
5.2. Primary Side
Descriptions of what it takes to put the reference plant components into this system and any
changes or additional information is needed
5.2.1. Reactor Vessel
The reactor vessel for the MIT MPBR system is little changed from the ESKOM (2000, SINGLE
DISCHARGE) design, with the exception of the piping. In the ESKOM design, the cold inlet
piping to the reactor vessel is two smaller pipes, while in the MIT MPBR design, the cold inlet is
a single pipe (installed at the same elevation, but aligned with the hot outlet pipe). The
modularity / segmentation approach described in Chapter 4, may also be incorporated into the
MIT MPBR design if the transportation of the vessel requires the RV to be broken down into
lighter sections.
5.2.2. IHX
As described earlier, the IHX is broken down into 18 core sections, grouped into six modules.
Each set of three cores is contained in an insulated pressure vessel which forms part of the Class
1 boundary. The IHX containment reference design 126 was proposed by Peter Stahle (MIT
Nuclear Engineering) and is a vertical steel pressure vessel 2.3m in diameter and approximately
5.5m long. The vessel has a 4.5m cylindrical section with 0.5m long ellipsoidal end caps. One
of the end caps is welded directly to the cylinder while the upper (when installed) cap is bolted to
a thickened section of the cylinder. This removable end-cap enables installation of the internal
structures. The internal piping and high temperature structures of the IHX is formed of the same
Incoloy 800HT super-alloy as the RV internal structures and pipe liners. The internal piping is
connected directly to the liners of the incoming pipes. The vertical installation of the IHX
module enables it to bend to accommodate thermal expansion of the external piping, however, to
enable a conservative thermal design, the attachments of the pipes to the IHX vessel are assumed
to be fixed anchor points (all three linear and all three angular displacements are fixed). The
internal expansion of the IHX pipes inside the vessel is accommodated in similar fashion. Based
on the reference design, the IHX vessel has a wall thickness of 5cm, an insulation thickness of
-lcm, an end cap thickness of 5cm, and a thickened flange section (for end cap attachment)
10cm thick and 25cm. in length. Composed of the standard A508/533 alloy as the rest of the
system, each IHX vessel has a mass of 1 .9x104 kg.
The three IHX core modules inside each vessel have a mass of 630kg2 7, and are contained inside
a thin internal vessel that provides a manifold for the primary side return flow (the primary side
intake manifold is the triangular volume in the center of the three core modules). Given a
thickness of cm this 1.7m diameter x 1.5m tall internal vessel (dimensions estimated from
reference plant diagrams)' 28 has a mass of -900kg. Since this vessel, and the internal piping in
the IHX has to support very little differential pressure, the thickness required is defined by
structural concerns rather than pressure induced stresses. While a primary side depressurization
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accident would put the internal pipes under considerable stress, given their small diameters
(-18cm) and short lengths (<2m), their mass (applying a wall thickness necessary to deal with
the differential pressure of a depressurization accident) compared to the rest of the structure is
negligible. Given these parameters, each IHX module will have a mass of -2.2x10 4 kg. (not
including the space-frame, internal pipes, and manifolds).
The IHX space-frame has external dimensions of 2.5m x 3m x 6m. Neglecting any additional
diagonal or cross bracing, the IHX space-frame contains 46m of TS8x8 (0.5") beams, with a
mass of 3.4x103 kg. Thus the total IHX module mass is approximately 2.54x10 4 kg.
The IHX vessel and its spaceframe are shown highlighted in the figure below.
Figure 5.6 IHX Vessel in Spaceframe
The two IHX manifold space-frames are each 2.5x3x10m, and are shown highlighted in the
figure below.
Figure 5.7 IHX Manifold Space-Frames
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5.3. Secondary Side
5.3.1. Turbo-Compressors
Based on the reference plant turbo-machinery design, a preliminary design of the casings for the
various turbine and compressor components was performed. The two turbines that drive the
compressor sets are each encased in a multi-layer casing that structurally supports the turbine
spool and its bearings and resists the internal pressure of the Helium flow. This casing consists
of an inner -Icm thick metallic lining that provides support for the stator blades and a smooth
flow surface, followed by an insulation layer similar to that used on the high temperature piping,
and an outer 5cm thick A-508/533 pressure vessel. The inlet and exhaust volutes are integral
with this pressure vessel. A cross-section schematic diagram of the turbine design is shown in
Figure 5.8.
The turbine spool is a hollow structure -2m long and 1.2m in diameter. The spool is constructed
of a high temperature alloy such as NIMONIC 105. With a conservative maximum allowable
stress of 365MPa (Nimonic 105 creep rupture stress 1000hrs. @ 750C)' 29 the calculated spool
wall thickness is 10cm. The spool is supported on both ends by 20cm diameter (18cm inner
diameter) hollow axles. While the material specification for these axles (and the end plates of the
spool has not been determined, such a material must be able to support the stresses imposed
(shear stress of -365MPa) at the temperatures reached during normal and accident case
operation. Determining these temperatures is beyond the scope of this thesis, as to do so would
require extensive finite element modeling of the entire turbine assembly, however, it is
reasonable to assume that the alloys used in the construction of the spool and blades would also
be suitable for the end plates and axle shafts. Using a estimated material density of -8x103
kg/m3 (typical of high alloy steels), the turbine rotor has a mass of -5.5x103 kg. The outer
casing has a mass of-7.5x10 3 kg for a total turbine mass of-1.3xl0 4 kg.
Intake External Pressure Exhaust
Volute Vessel (5cm thick) \ Volute
0.5m 
2.5m
Figure 5.8 Cross-Section Schematic of High and Medium Pressure Turbines
The four compressors in the reference plant design are 8+1 stage axi-centrifugal spools3 0 inside
the same type of two-shell vessel as the turbine casing. The compressor spool is a hollow 0.6m
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diameter structure with a loaded wall thickness of -5cm (based on the same material
assumptions as the turbine spool calculations). Total compressor rotor mass is -2x10 3 kg. The
compressor vessel is composed of a 1cm thick inner casing, a layer of insulation, and a 3cm thick
pressure vessel. The mass of a single compressor is roughly 5.5x103 kg.
Intake
Volute
Exhaust
Volute
0.6m
--- I
3m
Figure 5.9 Cross-Section Schematic of Compressor
Each turbine is paired with a set of two compressors and installed in a single space-frame
module, shown in a schematic side view (with notional bracing) in Figure 5.10. The mass of
each turbo-compressor set is -2.4x 103 kg not including piping, support structures, and the space-
frame itself. The basic mass of the TC space-frame (neglecting any diagonal or cross-braces) is
based on a 2.5m x 3m x 15m space-frame (containing 82m of TS8x8 (0.5") beams). Without any
additional bracing, the turbo-compressor space-frames would each have a mass of -6x10 3 kg.
Thus the total mass of each of the turbo-compressor modules is 3x104 kg.
Figure 5.10 Schematic Diagram of Turbo-Compressor Module With Notional Space-frame
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5.3.2. Power Turbine
The reference plant power turbine (23 stage axial turbine, 2.9m blade tip diameter, 6m active
blade length)'3 design incorporates many of the same elements as the smaller turbines used to
power the compressors. The power turbine spool is -2.5m in diameter and -6m long (active
blade length). Based on a rotational speed of 3600rpm (synchronous speed for a 60Hz AC
generator) and a hoop stress limit of 365 MPa, the power turbine spool has a thickness of -4cm
and a mass of -1.5x104 kg. The rotor is contained in a two layer containment vessel-a lcm
inner flow control / stator support layer, and a 6cm thick, 3m in diameter, outer pressure vessel
(Figure 5.11). Total mass for the containment vessel is -3.7x104 kg for the circumferential part
and -5,6x10 3 kg for each 10cm thick end cap. Total mass of the power turbine assembly is
roughly 6.4xl 0 4 kg.
Intake External Pressure 6 m Exhaust
Volute - - - - - - - - - - Vessel (6cm thick)- Vlute
I
T I
I El
EI
I I
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7m
Figure 5.11 Schematic Diagram of Power Turbine
5.3.3. Generator
The details of the generator of concern to this analysis are its size, mass and any equipment or
layout concerns. Based on the 130MW gross electrical power of the reference plant generator1 ,
two generator options are possible-air cooled or hydrogen cooling. Hydrogen cooling is
typically used on extremely large (100OMVA class) generators, while air-cooling is used almost
without exception on <100MVA generators'3 3 . Air-cooling has been used on generators at
power levels greater than 190MVA'3 4 , though air cooling extracts a significant weight penalty
when compared to hydrogen cooling. Assuming a power factor of unity (MVA = MWe), a
130MVA generator would have an estimated mass of 2.03x105 kg (with hydrogen cooling) and
-2.21x10 5 kg if air-cooled (assuming a mass penalty of 10%). These figures are based on
exponential interpolation (0.66 scaling exponent R-squared value 0.97) of reference generator
weights between 13.5 and 70.6 MVA 3 5. Hydrogen cooling would require a substantial amount
of auxiliary equipment for heat rejection, so in the interest of simplicity, air cooling appears to be
the best choice for this application. Assuming a 30°C temperature rise, -66kg/s of cooling air is
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required to absorb the -2MW of waste heat from the generator. Limiting airflow velocities to
25m/s would require roughly -2m2 of inlet and exhaust ducting. Given the generator modules
location on the very top of the balance of plant assembly, providing easily removable ducts to
transport the hot exhaust out of the plant would not be difficult.
Estimated generator size is 3.6m (H) x 4.6m (W) x 4.8m (L) to fit within the 4 x 5m generator
module cross section (assuming 0.2m space-frame beam width and height). This volume
(-80m3) is based on a power density of -1.6MW/m3, which is similar to the power density of
medium voltage (4kV) air cooled large frame synchronous motors (e.g. 4kV, 3600rpm, 5000hp
Siemens Type CG Frame 6813 motor)' 3 6 137 This is a conservative estimate as power density of
AC synchronous machines increases with both power and operating voltage.
5.3.4. Recuperator Design
Using the reference plant recuperator design as a baseline, a packaging method that is in keeping
with the modularity principles outlined earlier was developed. In order to gain the benefit of a
common component design, the recuperator cores were installed into the same large pressure
vessels as the IHX, with a few internal differences.
The recuperator design chosen for this study was the PCHX (HEATRIC) design. The
recuperator is composed of 30 individual core modules, mounted in groups of 5. Each module
has a core 0.6m x 0.65m x 2.75m and a mass of 5.2x 03 kg.'3 8 The modules are installed in a
hexagonal arrangement inside the 2.3m diameter vessel, with a gap left on the side where the
pipe penetrations are Figure 5.12. Since the recuperator core is much taller than the IHX core,
but mounted in the same vessel, this gap enables the internal piping to mate with the distribution
manifolds. The internal flow distribution manifolds are nearly identical to that of the IHX, with
one exception. Rather than having a secondary vessel inside of the main pressure vessel, the
Helium flow is dumped directly into the vessel itself (this flow is the hot-high pressure flow (to
maintain an inward pointing pressure differential on the manifolds. If future analysis shows it
possible, the cold-high pressure inlet flow to the cores would be a much better option, as it would
reduce or eliminate the need to insulate the vessel (and require a thinner wall). With this design,
and the same assumptions as the IHX (the mass of the internal piping and manifolds is negligible
compared to the core mass), the 5 cores in each vessel have a total mass of 2.6x104 kg. And the
recuperator module mass (including the same 1.9x104 kg. vessel mass as the IHX), would be
4.84x1 04 kg.
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Figure 5.12 Recuperator Vessel Internal Arrangement
Figure 5.13 Recuperator Vessel With Notional Spaceframe
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Figure 5.14 Highlighted Recuperator Manifold Space-Frames (Upper and Lower)
5.3.5. Precooler
Based on the reference plant precooler design requirements, it was necessary for this study to
generate the preliminary design for such a component. Since size and component mass are
extremely important in this design, a compact, robust design is necessary. While past reference
designs have assumed the use of shell and tube heat exchangers, a compact heat exchanger
format may have advantages.
The design proposed for the precooler uses a PCHX design. Conservatively assuming the same
volumetric heat transfer rate as the IHX design, the active, counter-flow part of the core of the
precooler is -7cm long. Including the cross-flow sections of the PCHX, the overall length of the
core in the Helium flow direction is -25cm.
Assuming the Helium is moving slow enough through the core to be in a laminar flow regime,
the pressure drop through the core is linearly proportional to the length of the core and the
velocity of the Helium. Thus, to maintain a pressure drop of -0.8%, the Helium side core area
must be -lOm 2 (assuming the same 0.282mm channel diameter as the PCHX IHX design)13 9 . To
package the precooler and the similarly sized intercoolers in the space required by the layout, a
maximum core width in the water flow direction of 1.2m is required. Thus, the precooler heat
exchanger is comprised of 4 identical core sections, each 0.25m x 1.2m x 2.5m. The following
design for the core and its Helium manifolds is shown in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15 Precooler and Intercooler Cross Section Schematic
This design results in a module that is 2.2m tall, 1.3m wide, and 3m long. Since the core
segments are based directly on the parameters given for a PCHX version of the IHX140, the core
density, 4.85x 103 kg/ 3 , should be identical. Thus the 4 core sections have a total mass of
1.46x104 kg. With a wall thickness of 2.5cm, the vessel required would have a mass of -5.4x 103
kg. As such, the total precooler mass is 2x104 kg.
The precooler water flow is -150kg/s (for a water temperature rise of 65°C). An estimated
200kPa water pressure drop requires a pump power of 30kW (given -70% pump efficiency and
98% motor efficiency, this requires -43kWe to power the pumps).
The PCHX design is extremely robust, and requires a minimum amount of labor to assemble.
Due to the low operating temperature of the precooler (95°C normal operating Helium inlet
temperature), conventional stainless steels can be used in its construction, alloys which have
been well studied by PCHX, and are extremely resistant to corrosion by the water side of the
system. The PCHX design also maintains a high effectiveness, maximizing the water outflow
temperature. The parallel flow design provides a significant amount of flow-path redundancy,
albeit at the expense of requiring fine filtration of the water flow to prevent blockage of the
narrow flow channels. This fine filtration would present a significant issue if the MIT PBR
rejected heat using evaporative cooling towers-which require a large quantity of make-up
water, and can easily absorb debris and/or impurities that must be dealt with. By using the
closed-loop heat rejection system proposed, the tertiary water cooling loop purity can be
maintained, and if necessary, include additives to increase heat transfer (viscosity and surface
tension modifiers) and prevent corrosion.
As this proposed precooler design is based on the heat exchanger specifications optimized for the
PCHX version of the IHX, optimization of the design for the flow parameters of the precooler
Helium flow could result in a much better design with lower pressure drops and a lower heat
exchanger mass.
5.3.6. Intercooler
The proposed intercooler design is nearly identical to the pre-cooler design presented in the
previous section. Due to the lower Helium inlet temperature (68°C vs. 950C), and the smaller
quantity of heat transferred (-24MW vs. -41MW in the precooler), the intercooler core thickness
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is -4cm. In order to maintain a significant level of design conservativism, 100% of the heat
transfer is assumed to occur in the counter-flow core section. Given the long flow length in the
cross-flow manifold region, this is an extremely conservative assumption. The three intercoolers
used in the reference plant have the same Helium inlet and outlet temperatures, with different
required pressure drops (0.5% for the first IC, 0.3% for the 2 nd and 3 rd). Even assuming the same
core thickness as the precooler, the Helium flow through the intercoolers is at a much higher
density. Since the pressure loss is not dependent on the density or pressure of the flow, only the
length of the channel and the flow velocity, the 20kPa pressure drop in the precooler, is only
0.6% in the first IC, 0.48% in the second, and 0.37% in the 3rd . Since the core area of the three
intercoolers is the same as the precooler, the higher density of the Helium flow results in a lower
Helium flow velocity in the core, and thus a lower pressure drop. The Helium velocity in the
intercoolers is 0.77, 0.59, and 0.45 times the velocity in the precooler. The resulting pressure
loss is as a result reduced to 0.46%, 0.27%, and 0.17%, as these values are well below the
reference plant required values, this design is quite conservative.
The intercoolers are packaged into two modules, one containing two of the intercoolers and the
other with only a single intercooler. The two modules are each 2.5x3x10m. The double
intercooler module has a total mass of -45,000kg, and the single intercooler module has a mass
of -25,000kg (assuming a reasonable overhead for other piping and vessel supports).
5.4. Other systems
5.4.1. Inventory control
The conventional approach to inventory control in Helium cooled reactor systems is to have a
large volume of low pressure Helium storage. The storage is filled from the high pressure
compressor outlet-maximizing the pressure into the system. The volume required is far larger
than the Helium volume in the reactor and balance of plant enabling the system to "blow-down"
into the storage vessels. A rapid blow-down of the primary side in particular is necessary under
accident scenarios to prevent failure of the IHX heat exchange surfaces if the secondary side
depressurizes.
While this type of system is simple, and enables a rapid decompression of the plant, it has many
negatives. The biggest disadvantage of this system is the extremely large volume required, many
times larger than the internal volume of the system. The storage tanks into which the primary
side exhausts into must be treated to the same contamination precautions as the reactor vessel
and primary side hardware, complicating the inventory control process.
The total Helium inventory of the MIT PBR is. For example, the internal volume of the six IHX
vessels is -125m3, larger than the internal volume of the reactor core (3.5m diameter x -9m tall,
-87m 3). Since the core volume is partially (-61%41) filled with fuel pebbles, the volume
remaining in the core is only 53m3 . The primary side therefore contains 178m3 of 980°K (bulk
average) Helium at an average pressure of -7.8MPa142 or -3.9x102 m3-MPa of Helium (at 273K).
The Helium inventory of the secondary side under normal operation is broken down into
(temperatures and pressures are averaged through component) 15.5m3 @ 8 MPa, -560°K plus
5.4m3 @ -2.75MPa, -560°K in each of the six recuperator modules, 6.5m3 @ -2.75MPa,
336°K in the precooler, and a total of 19.5m3 @ 4.76MPa, 323°K (average) in the three
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intercoolers. The Helium volume in the power turbine (assumed to be approximately equal to
the annular volume swept by the blades) is equal to 10m3 @ -4MPa, -890°K (mean pressure in
the turbine). The volume in each compressor is -0.5m3 at 323K and a mean pressure (for each
compressor) of -3.2MPa, -4.1MPa, -5.4MPa, and 7.1MPa. Thus, the approximate inventory of
the secondary side is -8.2x102 m3-MPa (at 273K). This total inventory of -2160kg (700kg in the
primary side) of Helium is -42% less than the ESKOM operating inventory (3700kg)14 3
In a direct cycle system, a rapid decompression is required in case of leaks to prevent significant
contamination of the containment building. In an indirect cycle system leaks in the secondary
side would not result in contamination of the containment, however, since the IHX is designed to
deal with only a certain level of pressure differential between the primary and secondary sides, a
sudden decompression of the secondary side would require a rapid decompression of the primary
side to prevent IHX failure-failure that if it occurred could potentially contaminate not only the
secondary side equipment, but also the containment building.
Based on these factors, a number of solutions are possible. The simplest, yet least effective from
a contamination standpoint is to use a pumped, high pressure inventory system, used only for
shutdown and startup (i.e. the Helium flow rate into the inventory control system is relatively
slow, and limited by the available compressor power). The rapid depressurization of the primary
side in the event of a secondary side loss of coolant accident would be accomplished by simply
venting the primary side inventory through a particulate filter (to remove radioactive debris) and
into the containment building. Obviously the radiological concerns of such a system would
likely be unacceptable.
A more suitable method would be to create a sealed, low pressure volume within the containment
building (such as smaller, walled off volume within the primary side vault), with a sealed steel
liner. Assuming m thick walls, an 8m x 8m x 20m volume adjacent to the reactor vessel could
be used as a temporary -650m 3 (3.6 times the volume of the primary side) blow-down tank. In
the case of a secondary side accident, the primary inventory could be released into this tank,
reducing the system pressure dramatically in only a few seconds (the normal circulating flow
would reach this pressure in -5 seconds, without exceeding the 400m/s maximum helium
velocity). With the Helium inventory temporarily contained, the pumped storage system can
then empty the primary side over a much longer time. The equilibrium pressure should be low
enough to prevent damage to the IHX modules, though further analysis is required to confirm
this, as well as determine the blow-down times for each side of the system.
The detailed design of the pumped storage system itself is also left open. Such a system should
seek to minimize the required modular volume needed for long term inventory control. Using
the 10m long inventory control modules discussed in Section 4.2.5, operating at an internal
pressure of 15MPa, 3 such modules would be needed for storage of the primary side helium, and
2 for the secondary side. The necessary pumping work to evacuate the primary side of the
system (pumping Helium from the temporary storage vault) is -1.3MJ/kg of Helium. Therefore
the time required to evacuate the system is equal to -3200/(Prl) seconds. (P is compressor shaft
power in MW, ir is the compressor efficiency). Further design is left for future work.
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5.4.2. Heat Rejection
The heat rejection system of the MIT PBR is an important part of the overall system. The
temperature of the heat rejection has a direct affect on overall system efficiency, as shown in the
Figure 5.16.
Figure 5.16 Reference Plant Cycle Efficiency and Optimum Pressure Ratio Vs. Compressor Inlet
Temperature 14 4
Based on this sensitivity the reference plant assumes a CIT (compressor inlet temperature) of
30°C, which requires the cold-water inlet to the precooler and compressors to be at a temperature
of about 27oC14 5. To meet the modularity goals of the MIT PBR system, the following design
choices were made to conceive the heat rejection system. First, the system will use a non-
evaporative, closed-loop cooling method. Second, the heat exchangers must be intrinsic with the
structure, eliminating the plan area required for external cooling towers, and must have a low
installed height in keeping with the low profile of the plant structure. Third, the heat rejection
modules must be installed in such a way to permit easy replacement and repair, along with
multiple redundant units to permit operation even with single unit failures.
The non-evaporative, closed-loop cooling method enables the plant to be installed in locations
not normally suitable for large power plants given their reduced access to large quantities of
cooling water. The high temperature heat rejection of the system also permits high efficiency
plant operation in areas where the ambient temperature is high-such as locations in the
American south-west (where water is a precious resource and average ambient temperatures can
be extremely high, especially during the summer months).
Intrinsic installation of the heat exchangers required for non-evaporative, closed-cycle cooling
with zero increase in plan area and a low increase in plant installed structural height is achieved
by breaking the heat rejection system down into many redundant modules, installed around the
perimeter of the plant structure. Normally heat rejection systems require high chimneys to
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generate enough buoyancy for adequate airflow (unless large fans are used to generate a
sufficient forced draft. By using a counter-flow heat exchanger, the exhaust air temperature can
be quite high (60-90°C), which generates a large amount of buoyancy, reducing the fan power
necessary.
Modular design of the heat exchangers is a simple matter of breaking the necessary HX surface
into standard size modules each with its own forced draft fans and enclosure. Each module can
be isolated with valves in the water flow loop, enabling removal and replacement of a failed
module without shutdown of the plant.
The heat rejection modules proposed are fan-driven forced draft counter-flow water-to-air heat
exchangers. The intercooler and precooler water outputs are mixed (resulting in a water flow of
-600kg/s at a temperature of 76°C. The counter-flow design yields an air temperature rise of
49°C through the heat exchanger, requiring an airflow of -2500kg/s (roughly 2000m3 /s). Each
of the 16 module is 2m wide by 10 Om long, and 3m high during transport. The heat exchanger
within each module is a vertical, square, array of, cm OD stainless steel pipes, spaced 6cm
apart, and connected by 5cm wide stainless steel fins (1.5cm fin-fin spacing). These fins provide
-5.3x 103 m2 of surface area. The mass of the tubes (assuming -Imm wall thickness), multiplied
by 1.5 to account for the mass of the manifolds, and fins (0.5mm thick), is -25,500kg per
module. Each module has a m tall, curved intake duct below the heat exchanger (as shown in
Figure 5.17), along with a m tall louvered chimney (installed on site from four sections
packaged inside the space-frame with the unit for transport) above the core. Ten m diameter
fans force 125m3/s of air through the core (inlet velocity -12.5m/s). Assuming a 0.5% pressure
drop through the heat exchanger (-O.5kPa), the required fan power is -62.5kW per module, or
-9OkWe given a fan + motor efficiency of-0.7. Total forced draft fan power for all 16 modules
is 1.44MWe. Including the fans and a simple enclosure composed of a standard space-frame
along with mm thick steel sheet exhaust and intake ducts, heat exchanger side covers and
assorted louvers, the total mass of each module is -3.2x 104 kg.
Exhaust Air Flow
/ ' ' T ' T T ' T
I I
Intake Fan (10)_
Intake Air Flow
Figure 5.17 Diagram of Heat Rejection Module
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5.5. Piping layout/analysis (overview)
The key achievement of this project is the development of a pipe stress analysis method for this
plant. In order to ensure a layout is workable, the pipe design must be capable of
accommodating both the dead loads of the pipes and components, but also the thermal expansion
of the elements as the piping heats up from ambient to operating temperature. The method
beings with the proper assumptions to bound the analysis.
5.5.1. Assumptions
The assumptions used as constraints for the pipe stress analysis cover analysis methods, pipe
parameters, and model simplification methods. The first set of constraints cover the codes used
to model the piping. In this case, the applicable codes are ASME Section III, class 1 for the
primary side boundary, and ANSI B3 1.1 power piping code146. The second set of constraints and
assumptions concern the properties of the piping and components within the system-
specifically, the temperature, pressure and size of the piping, how the pipe dimensions are
calculated (in bends and other non-straight sections), and how the various pipes and components
are anchored.
5.5.1.1. Pipe Temperatures
The temperature of the various pipes during operation is necessary to determine their thermal
expansion displacements and thus, their internal loads. These temperatures are defined by the
internal Helium flow temperatures, and the pipe insulation design proposed earlier. Based on
these parameters, the pipe temperatures used for the piping model are given in Table 5.4.
5.5.1.2. Pipe Materials, Sizes, and Wall Thicknesses
The operating assumptions of the model include a set of pipe engineering specifications such as
the pipe material, size (OD, ID), and pipe thickness. These parameters define the necessary
dimensional inputs to the pipe analyses. The pipe material used for all the pressure and load
bearing piping in the system is the high alloy steel A508/533, as defined in the reference section.
As stated before this pipe material has a maximum allowable stress of 26.7ksi at 288C 14 7 .
While the lower temperature piping of the plant could, within code constraints, use different
materials to potentially reduce costs, for this design, all the piping will use the same A508/533
alloy, and the same allowable stress level-this results in a more conservative design for the
system and prevents potential interface issues (for example, if the colder piping was formed of a
different alloy, the weld joint between that pipe and a higher temperature A508/533 vessel would
require substantial analysis to ensure weld material compatibility). Table 5.4 lists the remainder
of the important pipe input parameters, generated using the MATLAB program referenced
earlier.
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Table 5.4 Table of pipe input parameters
MIT PBR Component
RV-IHX
IHX manifold after first two branches
IHX manifold after second two branches
IHX module primary inlet pipe*
IHX vessel***
IHX module primary exhaust pipe*
IHX primary cold manifold after 4 branches*
IHX primary cold manifold after 2 branches*
IHX to RV primary return*
IHX secondary hot pipe*
HPT vessel***
HPT to LPT
LPT vessel***
LPT to PT
PT vessel***
Low pressure, hot, recuperator manifold
Low pressure rec. manifold after 2 branches
Low pressure rec. manifold after 4 branches
Low pressure rec. module hot inlet pipe
High pressure, hot, recuperator manifold
High pressure rec. manifold after 2 branches
High pressure rec. manifold after 4 branches
High pressure rec. module hot inlet pipe
Low pressure, cold, recuperator manifold
Low pressure rec. manifold after 2 branches
Low pressure rec. manifold after 4 branches
Low pressure rec. module hot inlet pipe
High pressure, cold, recuperator manifold
High pressure rec. manifold after 2 branches
High pressure rec. manifold after 4 branches
High pressure rec. module hot inlet pipe
Recuperator Vessel***
Precooler to LPC
Compressor 1***
Compressor 2* **
Compressor 3***
Compressor 4***
* These pipes lead into the IHX vessels
** These pipes do not require insulation as
their operating temperature is below the 288C
maximum
The
(C)
900
900
900
900
510
510
510
510
510
880
880
800
800
720
720
511
511
511
511
489
489
489
489
96
96
96
96
70
70
70
70
96
38
70
70
70
70
Phe
(MPa)
7.73
7.73
7.73
7.73
7.59
7.59
7.59
7.59
7.59
7.83
7.83
6.44
6.44
5.21
5.21
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
7.99
7.99
7.99
7.99
2.73
2.73
2.73
2.73
8
8
8
8
2.73
2.71
3.57
4.67
6.11
8
Pipe
Temp.
(2C)
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
96
96
96
96
70
70
70
70
96
38
70
70
70
70
Pipe Wall
Thickness
(cm)
1.156
0.951
0.690
0.505
4.584
0.387
0.536
0.746
0.913
1.153
2.549
0.998
2.086
0.855
1.680
0.540
0.441
0.315
0.226
0.924
0.755
0.542
0.391
0.310
0.253
0.180
0.128
0.508
0.415
0.296
0.212
1.366
0.267
0.929
1.215
1.590
2.082
Pipe
OD
(in)
15.9
13.1
9.5
7.0
63.1
5.4
7.5
10.4
12.8
15.6
34.4
16.3
33.9
17.1
33.5
20.1
16.4
11.7
8.4
12.3
10.1
7.2
5.2
13.7
11.1
7.9
5.7
8.1
6.6
4.7
3.4
60.3
12.6
32.4
32.6
32.9
33.3
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5.5.1.3. Piping Model-Specific Assumptions
The pipe layout is also governed by a set of assumptions regarding dimensions and rules other
than the gross diameters of the pipes. First, the model assumes "long-radius" bends, with a bend
radius equal to 1.5 times the pipe outside diameter. While there isn't a code constraint limiting
the use of short radius bends, this is a reasonable assumption as the longer radius bends work to
reduce both the thermal stresses (long radius bends are inherently more flexible) and potential
flow turbulence and pressure losses in the piping (as the longer bend radius permits smoother
internal flow and less dynamic pressure concerns on the inner pipe liners).
The layout is also governed by a series of assumptions as to how the pipes are connected to
various components and structures. These assumptions are made to simplify the model, while at
the same time ensuring the resulting design is both conservative and indicative of an actual
system. As such the anchor points of the piping can take the form of 6-Degree-Of-Freedom
(zero displacement in all 3 linear and 3 rotational axes) anchors or other, less restrictive
constraints or attachments (e.g. snubbers, hangers, guide rails, etc.), depending on the component
of concern.
The piping attached to the reactor vessel is modeled as 6-DOF anchored, reasonable considering
the stiffness of the -14cm thick reactor vessel wall, and the fact the RV is anchored directly to
the plant structure. The reactor vessel itself is anchored in such a way that its radial thermal
expansion causes zero displacement at the pipe-interface (by making the RV anchor collinear
with the pipes radially fixed, and having the radial expansion taken up by linear displacements at
the other two RV anchors). The piping attached to each of the IHX vessels is also assumed to be
anchored in all six degrees of freedom. This results in a conservative piping design, as the pipes
are required to accommodate any thermal expansion present in the system. This assumption also
enables the IHX vessels to be rigidly attached to the plant structure without the need to allow for
movement of the IHX vessel. In each of these cases, the vessel wall is substantially thicker than
the pipe thickness, so the vessel wall stiffness can be assumed to be much greater than that of the
pipe. These anchors are shown with standard anchor symbols (triangles) in the piping
schematics below.
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Figure 5.18 Isometric View of Piping Schematic With Anchors
Finally, the model does not take into account any secondary piping associated with distribution
of Helium for RV or pipe cooling. The model also does not include the bypass valves and piping
required for load following, startup, and shutdown. To include these smaller pipes and valves at
this stage of the plant design would unnecessarily complicate the model-since the goal of this
phase is to create a process for layout and design verification, and to prove such a design, albeit a
preliminary one, is possible. The major result of limiting the model to this level of fidelity
concerns the incorporation of pipe hangers and supports and their affects on the piping stress
level. Since the design of each individual hanger, and determination of their optimal location
would require not only a level of effort incommensurate with this study, but also a component
design maturity that does not exist at this time. Details of how this fidelity limitation affects the
results are discussed later.
5.5.1.4. Rigid Element Assumptions
In order to simplify the analysis certain components are modeled as rigid elements with no
internal deflection (i.e. the relative position of the two ends of the element is fixed, while the
absolute position of the element is free in all axes. This is done in several cases in the model of
the MIT PBR system. The rotating machinery (the two turbo-compressor units and the power
turbine) are modeled as rigid elements connecting the inlet and outlet pipes. The turbo-
compressors are also modeled with a rigid element connecting the three components (the turbine
and two compressors) as a rigid assembly. The precooler and intercooler vessels are also
modeled as rigid elements, as these elements are extremely rigid relative to the thin piping
connecting the various cold side elements.
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5.5.2. Analysis Method
The analysis method used to verify the viability of the proposed plant layout involves an iterative
process using a piping analysis code. The code used, CAESAR 11148, is a generic pipe stress and
structural analysis code. Once the code assumptions are considered, the iterative design process
can begin. Once the results are obtained-specifically a layout that results in the maximum
stresses in the piping being below the allowable stress determined by the ASME code limits for
the chosen pipe materials-these results are used to determine the module by module design of
the system.
5.5.2.1. Pipe analysis code-CAESAR II
The CAESAR II piping analysis code, produced by COADE engineering software is a generic
piping and structural modeling code. Certain assumptions used by this code are important to
address for this analysis. First, the model assumes the use of long radius (bend radius = 1.5 time
pipe diameter) pipe bends'49 . Second, the allowable stress limits used are the ASME Section II
allowable stress limits for the alloys used, in this case A508/533. The code also models the
piping as having a constant through thickness temperature, a reasonable assumption given the
low (-3°C, <1%) temperature drop through the thickness of the pipe.
5.5.2.2. Iterative Design Process
The design process used to form an acceptable layout from the initial reference design is an
iterative one. The general iterative process proceeds along the following steps. First, a notional
layout design is created. This notional design consists of the relative layout of the individual
components, derived from a component interconnection matrix. An example of such an
interconnect matrix is shown below. From this matrix the constraints for module positioning
(i.e. which components should be preferentially placed adjacent to one-another.
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Table 5.5 Component Interconnect Matrix
Reactor Vessel
IHIX Manifold
6 IHX Modules
HPT
MPT
PT
Recuperator Manifold
6 Recuperator Modules
Precooler
Compressor 1
Intercooler 1
Compressor 2
Intercooler 2
Compressor 3
Intercooler 3
Compressor 4
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Cells are recursive-objects
XXX Direct, mandatory connection
i/i/i Multiple connection choices (two compressors for each drive turbine, but the assignment is open for analysis
This matrix describes which components must be connected to each other. From this matrix, the
general layout constraints and design considerations are applied. Examples of these constraints
and considerations include the maximum depth of the structure in terms of modules (assuming
each component is enclosed in its own individual module), and the general design of the
system-such as the horizontal array of IHX modules surrounding a central manifold module.
This notional layout is then entered into the CAESAR code as an input deck. During the input
process, certain issues must be addressed to ensure proper operation of the software. First, when
a pipe bend is entered into the code, the length of each leg of the bend must be equal to the bend
radius. While the code does not specify this as a necessity, it appears (as evident in the rendered
models of the proposed layout) that the rendering components of the software have difficulty
dealing with bends that are described as having leg-lengths greater than the bend radius. As
such, for future CAESAR II models, careful attention must be paid to this issue.
Second, the flange database included in CAESAR II is limited in depth and does not include the
necessary size flanges for the proposed layout. Two approaches can be used to deal with this
issue-model each flange side as a rigid element with a mass taken from an external database
(such as the Tioga pipe flange information shown earlier), or by conservatively assuming the
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flange is a larger size / higher pressure class flange that is in the database. Since CEASAR II
models flanges as rigid elements of a constant mass, and does not compute (at least at the model
fidelity used for this iterative process) the flange mating stresses and pressures, either approach
is valid. The flanges used in the layout are shown highlighted in the diagram below.
Figure 5.19 Isometric Schematic Diagram of Piping with Flanges Highlighted
Third, tapered reducing or expanding sections are modeled as conventional pipes with nominal
diameters and thicknesses equal to the median values of the two interconnected pipes.
For the components such as turbo-machinery or heat exchangers, the necessary inputs are simply
a series of rigid elements connecting the pipe inputs and outputs of each component. Based on
the assumption that the components will be supported in such a way to cause zero dead-weight
loading, and enable, when not modeled as anchored pipe ends, them to move with the thermal-
expansion induced displacements, the rigid element inputs (rotating machinery, precooler, and
intercoolers) are modeled as having zero mass, and are not restricted in displacement relative to
the absolute coordinate frame of the system (since they will be supported externally, this
eliminates their mass as an effect on the deadweight loading of the pipes-i.e. the pipes do not
provide structural support to anything except other pipes. Since it is obviously not possible for
the large, heavy components such as the turbo-machines or heat exchangers to be easily installed
in such a way to permit this total freedom of movement (nor would it be wise given potential
seismic load effects), in future work attention must be paid to defining a system layout to
minimize the displacements allowed by the component supports, either in overall values, or by
restricting their displacement to certain limits for each axis.
Once the input deck is created a stress analysis is performed, with two different operational
cases. The first is the non-operational dead-weight only case where thermal expansion and
internal pressure is not addressed. This case determines the stress level of the piping when the
plant is shutdown and depressurized and is purely dependent on the deadweight of the piping and
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flanges (due to the zero-mass rigid element models used for the remainder of the components,
only the pipe dead weight is a factor). The second case is an operational analysis where the
internal pressures, and pipe operational temperatures (both defined earlier) are addressed. In this
case the thermal expansion induced stresses are shown.
Comparing the results of both stress analysis cases to the maximum allowable stresses will show
which specific pipe elements have unworkable stress levels. The layout is then modified to
attempt to rectify these stress issues and the input / analyze / adjust process repeated. The
methods used to reduce the stress levels of individual pipe elements include incorporating U-
pipes, changing the thickness of the pipe walls, and including various pipe supports, as typified
by the generic pipe hanger.
U-pipes
One of the bulkier, yet most effective method to reduce stresses in the piping system for
the MIT PBR is to use a U-pipe design. In this design method, rather than have a long run of
pipe be a simple straight pipe, the pipe is bent into a U- shape. This U-shape enables the pipe to
withstand thermal expansion loads (both the expansion of the piping run itself and thermally
induced displacements of its end points) by allowing the pipe to bend at each of the 4 elbows in
the U, and bend along each of the legs. In terms of the iterative design process, the U-pipes must
fit within the modules themselves, thus the variables to iterate are the lengths of each of the 3
sections of the U (each leg, and the base).
Thickness changes
In many of the highly stressed locations on the piping layout, a simple increase in the
pipe thickness is sufficient to bear the required loads. In these locations, the applied stress from
deadweight or thermal expansion is extremely high in relation to the stress from internal
pressure, thus, the minimum thickness required to contain the internal pressure is not sufficient
for the design, and an increased thickness provides for more material to bear the loads. This
method has the least effect on the design as a whole, as it does not require the additional space as
the U-pipes, and the overall mass increase is comparable to other methods.
Hangers
Since a significant amount of the loads placed upon the pipes are deadweight loads
(supporting the various piping runs against the force of gravity), hangers are used throughout the
system to reduce the pipe stresses caused by these loads. A notional pipe hanger is a spring
loaded, vertical strut that supports a section of pipe. The flexible nature of the spring enables the
hanger to flex with thermal loads-preventing the hanger itself from applying additional loads
on the pipe by resisting the expansion. The position of the various hangers in this design is
preliminary, as more detailed analysis will no doubt determine a more optimum configuration of
pipe supports and hangers. However, for the iterative process described here, the hangers are
installed in areas of high pipe stresses, and the results of their installation analyzed. As long as
the result is beneficial, the hanger is left at that location. These hangers will define, in design
iterations done in future work, the location and loading of cross-braces installed on the space-
frames. The hangers are shown as schematic cylinders in the figures below.
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Figure 5.20 Isometric View of Piping Schematic With Hangers
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Figure 5.21 Side View of Piping Schematic With Hangers
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Figure 5.22 Top View of Piping Schematic With Hangers
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Figure 5.23 Front View of Piping Schematic With Hangers
Limits of results-determine end-point
The end point of this analysis, for the purpose of this thesis, is the design of a piping layout that
meets the requirements of allowable stresses, based on the assumptions stated earlier. The layout
described here, is close to meeting these results, with only a few pipe sections (the IHX manifold
main pipes) not meeting the requirements. It appears this is due to the anchor assumptions of
these pipes, and future modification of the design (using a new license of the CAESAR II
software) would be able to easily rectify the problems. As such, the current result is published
here. While this result may not be the most optimum layout, configuration, or pipe specification,
it answers the question as to whether or not any layout is possible that meets the system
requirements while complying with the code and material limitations of such a system.
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5.5.3. Results
This process was performed for the proposed design and iterated to result in a preliminary design
that best meets the goals for this study. The resulting design must be easily broken down into
modules of transportable size and mass, take into account the constraints in terms of module
depth, and the design considerations defined earlier. Given the immaturity of the component
designs, and the limitations placed on the fidelity of the model, the resulting layout should not be
considered in any way the final layout for the MIT PBR system, rather it should serve as an
example or starting point for future work on this part of the MIT PBR project. In this role, the
proposed layout should illustrate the important result of this study-the definition, and where
possible, quantification of the method, constraints, design considerations, and potential issues
affecting follow-on work. The proposed layout is shown in
Figure 5.24, with embedded coordinate axes. Figure 5.25 includes dimensionally correct
schematic-form renderings of the various components as well as their inclusion puts the piping in
context.
The layout takes the form of two distinct sections, a primary side and a secondary side. This
two-section approach permits the plant to be housed in a structure with two independent
volumes. The primary side volume contains all the components that comprise the ASME
Section III Class 1 boundary of the system, while the secondary side volume contains the balance
of the plant. This way, a failure of the primary side boundary would not result in contamination
of the bulk of the components, and a secondary side component failure would not require access
to any potentially radiologically contaminated areas for removal, repair and replacement.
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Figure 5.24 Piping Layout Isometric View
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Po,,wer Turbine
./- Recuperator Vessel
Figure 5.25 Piping Layout Isometric View With Components
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The primary side section, consists of the reactor vessel (here shown schematically as a simple
cylinder for a size comparison to the rest of the components), two IHX manifold modules
stacked vertically, and six IHX vessel (also shown schematically as simple cylinders for size
comparison) modules arrayed horizontally around the manifold. The two rows of three IHX
modules are offset in the x-axis by 1.25m to eliminate the need for 4-way pipe intersections and
permit greater piping compliance to deal with thermal expansion. Each module is spaced 2.5m
from its neighbors in the x-direction (as the IHX modules, as installed are 2.5 x 3 x 6m (x,z,y)
(when transported the module is rotated so that the piping is vertical). The pipes between the
manifold and IHX are flanged and the module boundary is midway along the base of each U-
section. These U-sections are limited in dimensions by interference of the flanges with the
module frames-as the ports on the IHX vessels are defined in the reference plant design, and
the main manifold pipe vertical spacing is determined by the location of the ports on the reactor
vessel.
... '"I a" ' ;Secondary Side Cold Flow
dary Side Hot Flow
y' Side Cold Flow
y Side Hot Flow
Figure 5.26 Primary Side Helium Flow Paths
The primary side is connected to the secondary side of the system by two, 2m long interconnect
pipes. These pipes are the only portion of the layout not to be enclosed in a space-frame, as they
penetrate the concrete separator between the two sections. Because of the need to seal the two
sections from each other, these pipes would be installed through portholes in the wall, and seals
of a TBD nature added (the seals must be compliant with the necessary NRC and ASME codes
required to ensure the secondary side of the system remains a non-nuclear (i.e. work can be
performed with no concern of radiological hazard other than monitoring to ensure the Section III
Class 1 boundary has not been compromised)). If these pipes need to be replaced, the necessary
modules on either side must be removed, or, if the wall included a removable plug to enlarge the
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porthole, moved aside for replacement-only -2m of lateral movement would be required to
allow the pipes to be extracted into the primary side of the building.
The secondary side of the system, delineated in Figure 5.24. The Helium flow enters the
secondary side of the system through the upper interconnect pipe. The pipe bends upward and
enters the high-pressure turbine (HPT). From the high- pressure turbine, the flow moves in the
+x direction to the medium pressure turbine (MPT), and from the MPT, laterally again into the
power turbine (PT), as shown by the arrows in the diagram below (the turbo-machinery has been
schematically represented in these diagrams as simple cylinders with dimensions equal to the
maximum envelope dimensions of the components).
Figure 5.27 Helium Flow from the Primary to Secondary Interconnect Pipe Through to the Power Turbine
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From the power turbine, the Helium flows through the large pipe at the extreme +x end of the
secondary side assembly, and down into the high-temperature / low-pressure ("hot side input")
recuperator manifold. This manifold distributes the Helium to each of the six recuperator
assemblies, as shown in Figure 5.28.
Figure 5.28 Helium Flow From Power Turbine to Recuperator Modules
From the recuperators, the Helium flow is recombined in the cold-side exhaust recuperator
manifold, and directed to the precooler (shown only by the rigid-element lines in the CAESAR
layout diagram below). From the precooler, the flow enters the first compressor set, followed by
the first intercooler, as shown below.
Figure 5.29 Helium Flow From Recuperator Modules Through to the First Intercooler
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Once chilled by the first intercooler, the Helium flows through the second compressor, then the
second intercooler, followed by the third compressor. After exiting the third compressor, the
Helium passes through the third and final intercooler, and into the fourth and final compressor.
From the final compressor stage, the Helium piping drops down and enters the cold-side input
manifold of the recuperator, where the flow is diverted into each of the six recuperator modules.
Once through the recuperator heat exchangers, the Helium flow is again consolidated by the hot-
side exhaust recuperator manifold, and flows to the primary side of the system through the lower
interconnect pipe.
5.5.4. Module specifications
From the proposed layout, the individual module specifications can be determined. First, the
total mass of each module's contents (components and piping) is determined based on the pipe
masses given above, and the component masses defined in prior sections. The size of each
module is also calculated based on the proposed layout and the design constraints and
considerations of the system. Figure 5.30 is a diagram of the plant including the preliminary
space-frames around each module (diagonal and cross braces are not shown).
Figure 5.30 MIT PBR Plant Isometric View With Space-Frames Shown
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5.6. Plant Layout / Construction
Based on this layout, a general description of the overall plant, and a preliminary plan for its
construction were made. While detailed design of the plant structure and specific construction
planning information is not possible at this stage, a preliminary design is necessary to define how
these tasks should be performed in the future in keeping with the proposed modularity approach
and design considerations. The first step in this part of the study involves the preparation of the
site (primarily excavation), while the second step concerns the design and construction of the
plant building and structure.
5.6.1. Site preparation
The plant design must be chosen to minimize the site preparation required. Given the wholly
sub-grade placement of the reactor vessel and balance of plant (for accident case thermal
concerns as described earlier), a substantially sized deep pit must be excavated. Given the layout
proposed, the pit required would be roughly 20m deep and 48.5 x 29m (though this is dependent
on the module removal strategy proposed, as defined in the following section). While this pit is
well within the norm for many types of commercial construction (roughly the size excavation
required for a 20,000sqft (2.15x10 5 m2) plan area commercial building with a 4-5 level sub-grade
parking garage), its cost must be taken into account in future design optimization and analysis of
specific types of sites (e.g. low bedrock depth would require blasting or other methods for
excavation and thus have a dramatically high excavation cost).
Once the pit is excavated, foundation supports would be installed. The determination of what
types of sub-structure foundation supports are required is left to future work as it is both
dependent on the specific plant location (type of earth, bedrock depth, seismic concerns).
However, the ground pressure (-230kPa) of the system, effectively defined by the 5.4x104 tons
(-1.97x10 4 m3) of concrete (assumed to have a bulk specific gravity of 2.75, including the steel
liners and rebar structures) required for the 2m thick containment structure, is actually quite
reasonable. (as compared to conventional structures [estimate of ground pressure of
conventional buildings], it may be possible for the plant to be installed on a floating foundation
(if direct bearing on bedrock is not possible) without significant pilings (other than what may be
required to fix the position of the structure). In fact, given the total volume of the sub-grade
portion of the plant (-3.6x104 m3), the plant is actually quite buoyant (Positive buoyancy at soil
densities >1.5x103 kg/m3 ). This may become a significant design issue, as if installed in a
location where the soil is heavily saturated, the buoyant force may require ballasting of the
structure to ensure stability. On the other hand, this may be advantageous as it would prevent
settling of the structure in such an environment (reducing the need for pilings)--only future
analysis will yield an answer.
5.6.2. Building design
Once the site is prepared, construction of the plant can commence. Given the goals for this plant
design-rapid low cost construction, the plant building and structure have a significant impact on
the design. The basic design of the structure is a reinforced concrete, prismatic structure
containing two large, separate, vaults. The structure has an overall footprint of 53.5 x 43.5m.
The floor, exterior walls, and roof are 2m thick, steel lined, internally reinforced 4000psi' 50
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concrete structures. This 2m thickness is based on the floor thickness of the AP600 plant (6
feet)'51, and enables transportation of the steel components of the walls using conventional
trucks. Conventional construction of this type of structure would involve placement of
interconnected, steel rebar assemblies (either fabricated onsite or shipped as modular units) in the
floor, pouring the concrete for the floor. The walls would typically be constructed using similar
rebar assemblies, surrounded by concrete using a continuous-pour, slip-form method. However,
even if the rebar assemblies are mass-produced offsite, the time required to assemble the
modules and cast the concrete is substantial. The proposed construction method to speed the
assembly of the concrete structure is to use pre-fabricated rebar assemblies installed into leave-
in-place steel liners-in effect, the resulting structure has an inner and outer steel layer, filled
with reinforced concrete15 2. Using this method, the prefabricated modules are simply stacked,
bolted together using conventional tools, and filled in a continuous pour fashion with the
specified concrete blend. The material cost of this method is higher than the slip-form method,
as the forms are left in place, but the time required is dramatically reduced 153. Given the
relatively low cost of the steel forms (composed of inexpensive low-grade steel plate), the
material cost impact should be significantly outweighed by the reduction in labor and time
required-especially if the concrete can be poured as each layer of wall-modules is added. An
added benefit of this method is additional installation time and cost associated with adding a
steel liner and/or exterior cover to the containment building is eliminated. The steel liners also
provide a highly-dimensionally controlled surface for plant interior structures to be attached to,
further reducing the onsite labor required (as interior structures will not need to be independently
surveyed).
Based on a maximum module size of 2.5 x 3 x 18m, the floor of the structure would require 36
modules. A further 60 modules would be needed to line the sub-grade section of the structure.
The above grade walls would require 36 modules (for an internal ceiling height of 9m above
grade), plus 9 modules for the floor of the loading area. Thus the total modules is less than 141
modules. Each module (assuming 1.25cm thick steel walls and a 30cm spacing 3-D grid of
2.5cm diameter rebar) would have a shipping weight of roughly 3.5x104 kg, well within the
transport capabilities of low-boy type tractor-trailer combinations. The roof of the structure
could either be composed of these types of modules (45 would be required), or a combination of
these modules along with long beams of steel or pre-stressed concrete.
Mounted to the structure on a steel reinforced niche in each the long (53.5m dimension, x-axis)
walls are steel rails for a bridge crane system. A bridge crane, an example of which is shown in
Figure 5.35, is a massive steel beam supported on each end by a rail dolly. One or more
electrically powered winches are slung under the beam on movable trolleys, thus enabling 2-axis
positioning of the winches (in this case, the whole beam moves in the x-axis, while the winch
trolleys move in the z direction). Each of the vaults in the system has a separate bridge crane
system. The cranes are used to lift the plant modules from transporter vehicles parked on the
grade level loading area adjacent to each pit, lower them to the below-grade floor level, and
position them as required. The cranes are also used to remove and replace modules for
maintenance. Detailed design of the crane system is left for future work, as the span (39.5m) and
load requirements (the PT-Generator module has a mass approaching 3x105 kg) are rather
extreme. It is reasonable to assume that given current bridge crane capacities, these requirements
can be met, if necessary by using multiple beams controlled as a single unit.
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Figure 5.35 Example of Heavy Lift, Wide Span Bridge Crane154
The size of the two vaults is determined by the layout of the plant, along with the clearances
needed to remove and replace the various modules. The primary side of the system requires a
plan area of 17 x 8.5m (assuming the RV has two, m long stub pipes that connect it to the IHX
manifold modules). Additional plan area to enable removal or replacement of the modules is not
required, as the only module that cannot be simply lifted out of position is the lower IHX
manifold. If it is necessary to remove this module, the upper manifold module would be
removed and placed adjacent to the primary side systems, then the lower modules removed and
replaced.
Design of the secondary side vault to include the required space for module removal is
substantially more involved. The basic secondary side system has an envelope 15 x 17.5m (x,z)
with an installed height of 10m. The required space for module removal is dependent on the
strategy used. The most involved strategy would assume only lateral removal of all lower-level
modules. Using this method, 10m of clear space in the -z direction would be required to remove
the piping / heat exchanger modules that are underneath the turbo-compressor modules
(highlighted in the figure below)
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Figure 5.36 +X View With Modules Below Turbo-compressor Modules Highlighted
15 Meters of space in the +x direction would be required to remove the recuperator manifold
modules (by translating them laterally in the +x direction), along with 3m of clearance in the +z
direction to remove the +z row of recuperator modules
If the removal strategy is changed to permit removal of the top level modules (which would be
removed and placed adjacent to the system, enabling access to he lower levels), the required
clearances can be substantially reduced. If removal of the turbo-compressor modules is allowed,
only 3m of clearance in both the +z and -z directions is required. Recuperator manifold failure
(which in all probability would be rather rare compared to maintenance or failure necessitated
removal of other systems) would require the power turbine / generator module to be removed.
Given the enormous mass of this module (-2.9x105 kg with simplified space-frame, potentially
3x105 kg with additional bracing and ancillary components) relative to the other modules, and
potential sensitivity of the generator and power turbine to damage, either 15m of clearance in the
+x direction would be provided, or removal would be required.
With the exception of the lateral removal strategy, additional floor area is required to place the
modules removed for access to lower level modules. If removal of the PT/Generator module is
possible, the secondary side of the system requires an area 25.5 x 32.5m. This area is comprised
of the 15x17.5m plant, an additional 7.5m of clearance in the z dimension for lateral removal of
the recuperator elements (to reduce the need to remove the upper modules), a 10 Ox20m area
adjacent to the plan in the +x direction for placing the removed upper modules, and a 0.5m space
between the secondary plant modules and the wall separating the two vaults (lm thick wall).
The modules will be installed, removed, and maneuvered using an overhead bridge-crane. To
reduce the need for external equipment for construction of the plant, the crane would be installed
before installation of the roof of the plant. This crane would span the sub-grade portion of the
building, and an additional 7.5m wide (z-direction) grade-level loading platform adjacent to each
of the vaults. The semi-trailers used for module transport would be backed into the building
through side doors, and the module lifted from the trailer using the bridge crane.
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Based on this design, and the 2m wall thickness specified earlier, the plant has an overall
footprint 48.5 x 36.5m (if the bridge crane were unable to rotate the modules before setting them
down temporarily, the footprint would grow to 53.5 x 43.5m). For a 10-module group of plants,
a row of 5 modules would have a footprint of 48.5 x 182.5m. Given a 30m spacing between
rows (for transporter access to the loading door of each of the units), the overall 10 module
footprint would be 127x82.5m.
The two interior vaults provide the necessary containment volume for the system, in the event of
a loss of coolant accident. In this respect, the MIT PBR system requires minimal containment
compared to conventional PWR and BWR systems. Conventional PWR and BWR reactors need
high strength pressure containment buildings to contain the stored energy of the liquid phase
coolant (when it rapidly converts to vapor in a loss of pressure accident). The MPBR Helium
coolant does not undergo a phase change (with its associated volume change) if pressure is
suddenly released. Since the overall coolant volume is -1.2x10 4 m3 of Helium (at STP). The
internal volume of the MPBR building is -3.2x10 4 m3 (the primary side vault is -1.3x10 4 m3). In
a worst case primary and secondary blow-down (assuming adiabatic expansion of the Helium
and a worst case bulk Helium temperature of 1173°K, the system contains -4.65x10 3 m3 (at STP)
of Helium. Distributed through the reactor volume, this will raise the pressure of the
containment by approximately 30kPa (-4.4psi). The temperature of the released Helium is not a
factor, as purely adiabatic expansion of the Helium from 8MPa to -O.1MPa would reduce its
temperature to <3000 K. Thus in a blow-down accident, the building must only withstand 4.4psi
internal pressure at normal ambient temperatures. By comparison, in the case of a PWR system
operating at -700F, 2500psi, if the pressure is suddenly released, the energy in the coolant
would flash evaporate -60-70% of the water. Assuming the PWR system has a similar
containment volume, and -40% the coolant volume, the PWR system would have to withstand a
pressure pulse of almost 0.28 MPa (-40psi). While this pressure would slowly decrease as the
vapor condensed, the structure would, for a short time, be exposed to a pressure 9 times greater
than the blow-down pressure in the MIT PBR system.
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6. Results: Summary and Discussion
The proposed design presented in the previous chapters achieves the goals put forth for this
study, in that it is a preliminary system design that takes into account the cost, complexity, and
design goals proposed for an enhanced modular nuclear power system. The modularity approach
described is a significant step beyond conventional approaches to nuclear power system designs,
and, when applied to future work, and taken to its logical conclusion, should enable the
construction of a system at significantly lower costs than currently possible.
The design considerations described in detail, along with descriptions of the various engineering
and code compliance constraints, when applied using the design and analysis method presented
here, provides the necessary guide for future, more detailed design work on this system. Prior to
this study, work on the MIT PBR system has proceeded along two paths--detailed design and
analysis of individual elements (e.g. fuel performance, neutronics, etc), and system-level
analyses of specific design concerns (e.g. dynamic models of the system to address control
issues). Other than the initial MIT PBR study, integration of the various elements to determine
the proper method to proceed on the design as a system has not been addressed. The information
presented here attempts to put the design in context by establishing the system goals, design
considerations and constraints needed to achieve these goals, and a method for integrating all the
past analysis into a coherent approach to meeting these goals.
This method-determine system level constraints and design considerations, apply individual
component and reference system designs, model the system as a real-space system (taking into
account the end-to-end effects of design choices, dimensions, weights, etc), and iterating that
design to yield a workable (within the applied constraints) design, is the most significant result of
this study, as it provides the aforementioned guide to follow-on analysis. Too often in the design
of complex systems, a bottom-up approach is used without regard for the overall system goals-
detailed design of various parts of the system proceeds before the effects of the individual design
choices of each part on the ability of the whole system to meet its goals can be determined. By
providing a top-down guide, this proposed method, and the preliminary design presented here,
should help to prevent component level design choices that would negatively affect the ability of
the system to meets its goals from being made.
6.1. Proposed Potential Design Changes and Future Work
In the course of this study, areas where potential modifications to the reference plant and
component designs could result in increased performance (in terms of the system goal-
reduction in delivered energy cost) were found. These areas, along with other areas where
additional work is required to increase the detail of the design, should be addressed in future
work on this project.
6.1.1. Cycle Parameters
The first area where potential changes could be made to the reference designs in order to better
achieve the system goals involves various aspects of the reference plant thermodynamic cycle,
and their affects on the efficiency and cost of the plant. To often in past work on this system
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have the plant overall efficiency and output power been the driving factors for optimization.
Given the primary goal of the system to reduce the power generation cost, optimizing the system
to maximize efficiency and output power may be counter-productive. Since the majority of the
cost associated with generating power in a nuclear plant is the amortized capital cost of the plant
equipment, with the operation of the equipment as a significant secondary cost, potential cycle
changes that result in a lower cost, simplified plant, albeit at the expense of system efficiency
and thus net power output, may result in a more economical design.
6.1.1.1. Number of Intercoolers
The current reference system uses a 4-compressor, 3-intercooler cycle. Reduction in the number
of intercoolers and compressors would be one design change that should be analyzed further-in
terms of its affect on the generated energy cost. Prior analyses show that reducing the system to
a dual-compressor, single intercooler design would result in a reduction in overall plant
efficiency from 50% to 48%, as shown in Figure 6.1. Completely eliminating the intercoolers
would lower cycle efficiency to -46%, but would, with the use of much higher shaft power
turbo-machinery, enable a two-shaft (one turbo-compressor unit and a power turbine) design,
vastly simpler than the current reference plant.
Figure 6.1 Cycle Efficiency vs. Number of Intercoolers'5 5
Such a modification could, given the cost of the intercooler assemblies, the additional cost
associated with multiple compressors (additional shafts, bearings, seals, volutes, etc), and, as
illustrated in the piping layouts shown previously, the vastly more complex piping, potentially
reduce the capital cost enough to compensate for the loss in revenue.
6.1.2. Control System / Load Following Design Changes
The reference system uses a series of bypass valves, along with inventory control systems to
provide the necessary level of load following. The individual components of the system are also
designed to ensure adequate system efficiency at a wide range of system loads. For example, in
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order to achieve adequate performance at low load levels, the compressor design would be
changed to a 5 stage centrifugal design, as opposed to the 8+1 axi-centrifugal design, also
analyzed in the reference design 156. The centrifugal design offers substantially higher off-design
performance compared to the axial system, as it does not have nearly the level of susceptibility to
compressor surge at low flow levels (to perform adequate load following, the system pressure
ratio is kept relatively constant, while the base pressure of the system is reduced-compressor
surge occurs when the flow rate is inadequate for a given design relative to the pressure ratio
demanded). However, the centrifugal design requires a lower rotational speed (which increases
the diameter, mass, and modularity issues) of the driving turbines, and is significantly larger than
the axial design. The larger compressor, along with the complex internal flow path of a multi-
stage centrifugal system, result in a compressor assembly that is significantly more massive than
the axi-centrifugal design. Based on these issues, it may be possible to approach system load
following in a way designed to reduce system complexity and cost.
6.1.2.1. Shallow Throttling
Since the generally accepted notion of how the MIT PBR plant would be sited is a multi-module
plant (5-10 individual MIT PBR plants at a common site)15 7, it may be possible to combine
shallow throttling (which does not require anywhere near the design changes associated with
deep throttling) with shutdown of one or more of the individual modules to perform load
following-for example, a 10 module plant, each with a 10% load following capability could
"digitally" load follow down to -9% by simply shutting down modules. This method could be
done literally-full shutdown of individual modules (which would probably only be effective if
the cycle fatigue life of the system was extremely high and long duration (e.g. day/night) load
cycle), by the incorporation of a hot-standby mode where the system inventory is maintained and
the plant operated at a very low power (<10%), inefficient standby mode, or using a cooled
bypass temporary shutdown method.
6.1.2.2. Cooled Bypass Load Following
Given the low fraction of the energy cost associated with the nuclear fuel itself, there exists an
interesting potential to provide temporary load following using a cooled bypass on the power
turbine. Rather than alter the cycle parameters for throttling, by simply diverting flow around
the power turbine through an auxiliary heat exchanger (similar to the pre-cooler), the generated
power can be changed, with the excess being "wasted." Such a system could eliminate all of the
systems normally needed for load following, and reduce the inventory control system use to
solely startup and shutdown Helium storage. Given the conventional use of nuclear power as
base-load generation (combined with fast-reacting gas turbine generators for rapid load
following), not only may deep throttling be unnecessary from an economic standpoint, but a
waste-power throttling method may be sufficient for the load following required. Further
analysis is necessary to determine not only the design of such a system, but more importantly,
the level of throttling required, and the cost of the additional fuel required to operate the plant at
full power during these times.
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Appendix A
% MPBR calculations
t ambient = 300 %k
k inconel = 20 %w/mk
k a508 = 20 %w/mk
k ins = 0.1 %w/mk
t liner = 0.002 % m
ToutsideF = 550 % pipe outside temp in F
Toutside = (ToutsideF-32)*(5/9)+273 % outside temp in K
Vhe max = 400
mdot = 126.7 % kg/s total system flow
% data input matrix
% NOTE, this one has temperatures in deg. C *************
% NOTE, radius = 0 means size radius based on Vhe
% NOTE, Vhe = 0 means use default Vhe max (conservative heat transfer for
vessels)
Data = [
%The
522.5
900
900
two branches
900
section
900
510
510
510
510
510
880
880
800
800
720
720
511
511
511
511
489
489
489
489
96
96
96
96
70
70
70
70
96
Phe
7.89
7.73
7.73
Vhe
10
0
0
m frac rad. length hv
1 2.5 25 0;
1 0 1 1;
0.66 0 1 1;
7.73 0 0.33 0
(1=h)
% RV
% RV-IHX main pipe
% IHX manifold after first
1 1; % Last IHX manifold main
7.73 0 0.165 0 1 1; % IHX primary hot inlet pipe
7.59 0 0.165 0.75 1 1; % IHX vessel
7.59 0 0.165 0 1 1; % IHX primary cold pipe
7.59 0 0.33 0 1 1; % IHX primary cold manifold 1
7.59 0 0.66 0 1 1; % IHX primary cold manifold 2
7.59 0 1 0 1 1; % IHX to RV cold pipe
7.83 0 1 0 1 1; % IHX secondary hot pipe
7.83 166 1 0.4 1 1; % HPT vessel
6.44 0 1 0 1 1; % HPT to LPT
6.44 166 1 0.4 1 1; % LPT vessel
5.21 0 1 0 1 1; % LPT to PT
5.21 166 1 0.4 1 1; % PT vessel
2.75 0 1 0 1 1; % PT to recuperator (main)
2.75 0 0.66 0 1 1; % recuperator manifold 1
2.75 0 0.33 0 1 1; % recuperator manifold 2
2.75 0 0.165 0 1 1; % recuperator feed pipe
7.99 0 1 0 1 1; % recuperator to IHX
7.99 0 0.66 0 1 1; % recuperator manifold 1
7.99 0 0.33 0 1 1; % recuperator manifold 2
7.99 0 0.165 0 1 1; % recuperator feed pipe
2.73 0 1 0 1 1; % recuperator to precooler
2.73 0 0.66 0 1 1; % recuperator manifold 1
2.73 0 0.33 0 1 1; % recuperator manifold 2
2.73 0 0.165 0 1 1; % recuperator feed pipe
8 0 1 0 1 1; % HPC to recuperator
8 0 0.66 0 1 1; % recuperator manifold 1
8 0 0.33 0 1 1; % recuperator manifold 2
8 0 0.165 0 1 1; % recuperator feed pipe
2.73 0 1 0.75 1 1; % recuperator vessel
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38 2.71 0
for code is 38C
38 2.71 0
70 3.57 166
70 4.67 166
70 6.11 166
70 8 166
;
rows = size(Data,1);
1 0.75
1 0
1 0.4
1 0.4
1 0.4
1 0.4
1 1; % precooler vessel min. temp
1 1; % precooler to LPC
1 1; % compressor vessel
1 1; % MPC1
1 1; % MPC2
1 1; % HPC
% create input matrix
input(:,l)=t ambient*ones(rows,l);
input(:,2) = Data(:,1)+273;
input(:,3) = Data(:,2);
input(:,4) = Data(:,3)+Vhe max*not(l
input(:,5) = Data(:,4)*mdot;
input(:,6)= k ins*ones(rows,l);
input(:,7) = Toutside*(input(:,2)>Tc
0.1).*(input(:,2)<=Toutside);
input(:,8)=t liner*ones(rows,l);
input(:,9)=0.01*ones(rows,1);
input(:,10)=k a508*ones(rows,1);
input(:,11)=k inconel*ones(rows,l);
input (:,12)=Data (:,6);
input (:,13)=Data (:,5);
input (:,14)=Data (:,7);
% replicate t ambient values
% convert The to kelvin
ogical(Data(:,3))); % put in default Vhe
>utside)+ (input (:,2)-
for ind=l:rows,
results(ind,:)=mpbrpiping(input(ind,:));
end
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